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One of the world’s least densely populated countries, Chile nonetheless packs an awful lot into its 
slender frame, not least two of the continents most compelling cities – seductive yet stately Santiago 
and vibrant Valparaiso, a technicolour tumble of hillside houses. Thousands of kilometres away from 
these bustling urban delights, Chile dips its toes into the icy waters of the Drake Passage, while its 
head and shoulders bask in the incessant heat of the Atacama Desert. A spiky Andean spine connects 
the top to toe, an undulating mountain range where condors swirl around the surrounding skies.

For expert advice on either of these hotels, or to book your Chile holiday, call a Wexas Americas specialist on 020 7838 5958

South of the temperate vineyard-corrugated foothills of Chile’s centre 

lies splendid Patagonia. Here, peaks rise stark and sharp. Ancient glaciers 

have scored a multitude of fjords and sounds that reach deep inland, 

adding to the drama of the landscape. From Puerto Natales, you can visit 

the cobalt lakes and snow-capped spires of Torres Del Paine, kayaking, 

hiking and horsebacking your way around the region. If the spectacular 

surroundings weren’t enough, on the shores of Last Hope Sound near 

Puerto Natales lies an iconic national monument and one of the best 

hotels on the continent, a former cold storage plant that stands sturdy, 

low-slung and angular amidst the wild curves of nature. This astounding 

building has been imaginatively repurposed as a luxury hotel, the Singular 

Patagonia. Every room here has vast fl oor-to-ceiling windows, framing the 

cobalt waters and snow-capped spires in postcard perfect views. 

From the bracing breezes of Patagonia, rise with the mercury all the 

way to the parched plains of Atacama. The driest non-polar desert in 

the world, this vast volcanic landscape is a stunning martian expanse 

of mountains, sandy pillars and shining salt fl ats o� set by the verdant, 

revitalising ribbon of the Catarpe valley that sweeps through the 

arid surroundings. Long-legged, rose-feathered fl amingos stalk the 

nearby lakes. Tucked away in the terracotta terrain of this valley is 

Alto Atacama, an extraordinary hotel in the wilderness. Meaning ‘high 

Atacama’, this resort is the pinnacle of desert deluxe, a smattering 

of hand-hewn boutique suites set amid cactus groves and ancient 

cli� s. It’s the perfect retreat for an authentic, adventurous altiplano 

experience and pampering high above the pampas.

ENJOY THE CONTRASTS OF 
Chile

Chile_FINAL.indd   111 10/04/2018   10:09
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The Spirit of Spring
It was a bright cold day in April, and the clocks were 
striking thirteen. I only quote that Orwell opener 
because it is April as I write and so much of the news 
we’ve had in the new months of this year has been 
decidedly surreal. 

There are a hundred crazy headlines to take your 
pick from. I’m sure ‘twas ever thus and I couldn’t 
even begin to touch on the most mad, but have 
been thinking about three that seem pertinent to 
travellers, and Traveller. 

The first was a story about a growing – though I’m 
hoping it isn’t actually a hashtag thing yet – trend 
in Japan for indoor celebrations or hanami, of the 
cherry blossom season. I thought it must have 
been a joke, that April thing again, but apparently 
not. You really can ‘Celebrate the Cherry Blossom 
Season with Indoor Air Hanami Fake-Flower-Viewing 
Parties.’ As opposed to actually being under the 
boughs as they burst into new and delicately 
optimistic life. Imagine. Literally.

These symbolic indoor shindigs, with live webcam 
‘blossom budding’ streams are growing more 
popular. The only acceptable reason given is 
pollen allergies. The others are cold weather – which 
surely can’t be a new springtime thing – and crowds 
wielding selfie sticks. Undeniably irritating, but 
surely they should be the ones persuaded to go 
inside for the virtual experience?  

It seems so sad, to sit indoors on plastic mats and 
watch the wonderful world outside web-cammed 
in, when it’s right on the doorstep to take part 
in. For those of us nowhere near the celebrated 
blossom, I can recommend Simon Urwin’s glorious 
article about Kyoto in the springtime, where a 
reverence for this time of year is clear in the words 
of the people he met while there. Having read 
and delighted in the piece and having listened to 
Simon’s stories about blossom time in Japan, I’m 
convinced this is an experience that is not better 
on a screen.

The second story was about the death of the 
world’s last male white rhino, Sudan. It’s another 
hard-to-believe-it’s-true one. As a scatterling 
of Africa, where as a child it wasn’t unusual to 

see a white rhino in the wild (and that wasn’t all 
that long ago), it was bewilderingly bothering to 
read that we’re really down to two females of the 
species left in the whole wild world. We’ve let a lot 
of wildlife down and too many species are in the 
autumn of their time on earth.

It’s in that spirit we’ve introduced a new feature 
in the magazine, dedicated to celebrating a 
different wild animal in each issue, written by 
Jonathan Scott. Given his wealth of experience 
on the Big Cat Diary series for the BBC, and his 
empathy with them, it seemed fitting to start 
with lions.  We couldn’t have hoped for a better 
first one in the series. Jonathan’s words and 
pictures, his wife Angie’s pictures, combined 
with the personality of a rather special young lion, 
hit the nail in the heart. 

Joining Jonathan Scott as an Honorary President 
of Wexas is Stewart McPherson, who is a rising 
star in the natural history and conservation world. 
We’re delighted to welcome him. Like Jonathan, 
he’s an inspirational advocate for the wildernesses 
and wildlife of our world. 

Our interview with him in this issue barely scratches 
the surface of his achievements to date, not least 
being the first person to visit all of the UK Overseas 
Territories. His optimism and perseverance reminded 
me of the last of those three news stories that 
resonated in the traveller context. 

This was, unlike the indoor cherry blossom or the 
sad demise of Sudan, a happy- making story, as 
befits spring. For the first time in decades, hatchlings 
from a vulnerable turtle species have been seen on 
a once filthy and plastic-coated but now pristine 
beach in Mumbai. 

It’s not just that one man set about the herculean 
tidying up task himself, rolling up his sleeves 
(and trousers) and chipping away, until others 
were inspired to join in. It’s not just that volunteers 
then slept for nights in the damp sand to protect 
the vulnerable hatchlings from birds of prey and 
wild dogs. It’s almost more the fact that the small 
turtles themselves made their way across the big 
sands into the Arabian Sea. Hope springs eternal. 

Amy Sohanpaul on 
heavy headlines 
and the blossoming 
of hope
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THE PEOPLE BEHIND OUR STORIES
Every issue we seek out today’s most distinguished and interesting travellers to contribute to the magazine

RUSSELL NORMAN

is a restaurateur, writer and 
broadcaster, and the founder 

of the polpo restaurant group. 
His latest book is Venice: Four 

Seasons of Home Cooking.
SEE PAGE 64

JUSTINE HARDY

is an acclaimed author  
and documentary-maker,  
a trauma psychotherapist  

and the founder  
of Healing Kashmir.

SEE PAGE 60

PASCAL DEYROLLE 
has been the General 

Manager of the Venice 
Simplon-Orient-Express since 

2014, and is a former cabin 
steward on the service. 

SEE PAGE 26

RUTH PADEL

is an award-winning poet, 
a professor of poetry and a 
passionate conservationist. 

‘Jaipur’ is from her new 
collection Emerald.

SEE PAGE 79

JONATHAN LORIE 
is a travel journalist and 

director of the Travellers’ Tales 
training agency. Previously 
he was editor of Traveller 

magazine.
SEE PAGE 36

FRANCESCO LASTRUCCI 
is a freelance Italian 
photographer, born  

in Florence and working 
worldwide for major 

magazines.
SEE PAGE 14 

FERGAL KEANE

is a BBC Special 
Correspondent famed for his 
compassionate coverage of 
conflict-affected countries, 

from Rwanda to Ulster.
SEE PAGE 34

ALEX ROBINSON

is an award-winning writer 
and photographer whose 

latest guidebook is the Bradt 
Guide to Alentejo. He writes 

widely about Portugal.
SEE PAGE 44

JONATHAN & ANGELA SCOTT 
are wildlife photographers 
based in Kenya. Their latest 

book, Sacred Nature, won the 
Independent Publishers Book 

Award for photography.
SEE PAGE 40

SIMON URWIN

is a TV executive-turned travel 
and portrait photographer.  

He has shot in over 75 
countries, from Antarctica  

to Afghanistan.
SEE PAGE 28

NIKESH SHUKLA

is the author of three 
novels and editor of the 

essay collection The Good 
Immigrant. His latest novel is 
The One Who Wrote Destiny.

SEE PAGE 94

GUY EVERTON

is a former travel agent 
and freelance writer who 

has recently travelled 
independently to Algeria, 
Zimbabwe and Ethiopia.

SEE PAGE 50
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Punakaiki is a small community on the 
west coast of New Zealand’s South Island, 
between Westport and Greymouth. The 
Pancake Rocks are found at Dolomite Point, 
south of the village, where the sea bursts 
through a series of vertical blowholes during 
high tide in a dramatic counterpoint to the 
layered limestone, built up over centuries 
by immense pressure on alternating 
hard and soft remains of marine animals 
and plants. The rocks can be explored via 
winding walkways and stairs up and 
down the rock faces. 

Punakaiki is a perfect base for exploring the 
natural wonders of the Paparoa National Park, 
including unspoilt sandy beaches, coastal 
paths, magical rivers winding through lush 
rainforest, alpine tops, karst landscapes and 
the dramatic limestone cliffs of the Pororari 
River Gorge.

You can swim, surf, fish, go kayaking, rock-
climbing or caving, hike or bike or take a 
horse trek, explore the history of mining for 
gold and coal along the Croesus Track and 
Pike Stream, and prospecting for uranium 
in the Pororari – or simply sit back and 
marvel at another glorious sundown over 
the Tasman Sea.

Sunset at 
Pancake 
Rock

traveller  vol 48 · no 1 ·  2018
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Custodians of a Sunburnt Country: 
Conservation Partnerships in the 
Australian Outback
royal geographical society
30 april to 4 may

This exhibition by Bush Heritage 
Australia displays photographs of 
the continent’s vast red deserts, 
lush tropical rainforests, shady 
eucalypt forests and amazing 
coastlines, and the plants and 
animals that inhabit them. 
Learn about the threats facing 
Australian species and ecosystems, 
and explore the collaborative 
landscape-scale approach to saving 
the continent’s unique natural 
treasures.
rgs.org

Hay Festival
hay-on-wye
24 may to 3 june

Under the banner ‘Imagine the 
World’, the 31st edition of the 
festival features over 600 of the 
world’s greatest writers, global 
policymakers, pioneers and 
innovators in 800 events exploring 
literature and the arts, science, 
current affairs, nature and travel 
alongside a rich schedule of music, 
comedy and entertainment for 
audiences of all ages.
hayfestival.com

10

Animals & Us: 
Candida Höfer, 
Zoologischer 
Garten Paris II, 1997

Animals & Us
turner contemporary, margate
25 may to 30 september
Focusing on contemporary and 
20th-century artists, historical 
artworks and artefacts, Animals 
& Us explores our encounters 
with animals, and how these have 
been reflected in art. Drawing 
on subjects from biology and 
evolution, to anthropology and 
technology, it asks questions about 
how we relate to or differentiate 
ourselves from other living beings. 
Featured artists include Joseph 
Beuys, Marc Chagall, Tracey Emin, 
Lucian Freud, Candida Höfer, Paula 
Rego, George Stubbs, Andy Warhol 
and J.M.W. Turner.
turnercontemporary.org

Lee Bul
hayward gallery
30 may to 19 august

This exhibition of the work of the 
acclaimed South Korean artist – the 
first in London – explores questions 
of intimacy, gender, technology 
and class through a focus on the 
body. Drawing on science fiction, 

bioengineering and visionary 
architecture, as well as Japanese 
anime and manga, her work 
includes performance, drawing, 
painting and large-scale immersive 
installations.
southbankcentre.co.uk

ZEE Jaipur Literature Festival in 
London
british library
9 & 10 june

A weekend taster of the 
extraordinary free festival that 
takes place in India’s Pink City each 
January. A packed programme of 
talks and performances animates 
four venues at the British Library, 
celebrating South Asia’s literary 
heritage, oral and performing arts, 
books and ideas. 
bl.uk
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 british library board

Joseph Banks and a Maori by Tupaia, 1769

Tupaia’s role as intermediary between Maori and British was critical in the early weeks in New Zealand. 
During the peacemaking at Turanganui-o-Kiwa, William Monkhouse wrote that ‘Topia’s name was now 
echoed incessantly’. This is Tupaia’s only known drawing of New Zealand and it may have been made 
during or soon after the visit to Tolaga Bay, where the journal accounts refer to trade in lobsters. 

While Banks keeps a firm grip on his cloth the Maori has the lobster on a string, possibly to avoid it being 
snatched away from him. The drawing captures a sense of the drama of individual transactions where 
agreed rules for trade do not exist.

James Cook: The Voyages
paccar gallery, the british library
27 april to 28 august

Marking 250 years since 
the Endeavour set sail from 
Plymouth, this epic exhibition tells 
the story of Captain James Cook’s 
three world-changing voyages 
through maps, artworks, diaries, 
newly-commissioned films and 
a series of talks and discussions. 
Highlights include Cook’s 
handwritten journal detailing 
the first crossing of the Antarctic 
Circle, intricate maps charting the 
voyages, and stunning artwork 
including drawings by Polynesian 
high priest and navigator Tupaia, 
who accompanied Cook to New 
Zealand and Australia, and the 
earliest European depiction of a 
kangaroo. 
bl.uk
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With great regret we mark the passing 
of Major Sir Hereward Wake, BT, war 
hero and scion of one of the oldest 
grand families in England. Fourteenth 
baronet in a line descended, legendarily, 
from the leader of a resistance movement 
against William the Conqueror in the East 
Anglian fens, Sir Hereward was perhaps 
best  known for his distinguished service 
in World War II. 

He was a company commander at the 
Battle of El Alamein and in Normandy 
after the landings, and a liaison officer 
to Field-Marshal Montgomery’s 
headquarters. Shortly after that he was 
invalided out with damaged ears caused 
by a shell exploding near him in no-man’s 

SIR HEREWARD WAKE’S PASSING

LATEST NEWS FROM OUR HONORARY PRESIDENTS

land while he was shooting wild ducks 
to feed his men. It was not his only war-
wound. During the battle for Tunis, he was 
shot in the shoulder at point blank range, 
which he dismissed as a piece of poor 
marksmanship. 

But his finest moment came during 
a night attack on his position near a 
minefield in Egypt, which he countered 
bravely with only Bren-gun carriers 
against a 20mm cannon and a tank. For 
holding the enemy off all night, and 
allowing his battalion to withdraw with 
minimal losses, he was awarded the 
Military Cross.

After the war he devoted himself to 
farming on his estate at Courteenhall, 

which had been in the family since 
the English civil war. A product of Eton 
and Sandhurst, Sir Hereward enjoyed 
the classic aristocratic pastimes of 
hunting, shooting, fishing and polo, 
and also devoted himself to local public 
service. He was appointed High Sheriff 
of Northamptonshire in 1955, Deputy 
Lieutenant in 1969, and Vice Lord-
Lieutenant in 1984 to 1991. He was also 
president of the Northamptonshire 
Record Society and the Northamptonshire 
Association of Youth Clubs, and was on 
our Honorary Editorial Board for over 40 
years. We have fond memories of his time 
with us, not least his presence at our 20th 
anniversary celebrations at the RGS.

The most intriguing event this season is the Bradt Big 
Cat Festival, featuring Wexas President and much-loved 
cat snapper Jonathan Scott, who with his award-winning 
photographer wife Angie will be exploring what he’s learnt 
from spending years among Kenya’s much-loved Marsh Pride 
of lions – and what it means to be a big cat. Other speakers 
at this all-day event at London’s Royal Geographical Society 
are equally stellar. Gavin Boyland, series producer of BBC TV’s 
Big Cats programmes will reveal life on the other side of the 

camera as a wildlife filmmaker. Paul Goldstein, renowned safari 
photographer and tour leader, will recount the pleasures and 
pitfalls of capturing big cats on camera. And YouTube sensation 
John Rendall will tell the tale of Christian the lion, whom he 
famously bought at Harrods, brought up in London and released 
back in Kenya. Meanwhile Princess Michael of Kent, Patron 
of the Cheetah Conservation Fund, recalls her extraordinary 
experiences as a teenager raising an orphan cheetah cub in 
Mozambique, and preparing it for a life in the wild.

Bradt Travel Guides Big Cat Festival, Sunday 20th May 
10.30am-6.30pm, Royal Geographical Society, London. 
Early bird tickets £25 adults/£15 children, 
bradtguides.com/articles/big-cat-festival 
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Stewart McPherson’s arrival
Our newest President is Stewart McPherson, natural history 
champion, award-winning author, television presenter, founder 
of Redfern Natural History Productions and the first person to 
visit all the UK Overseas Territories. We are privileged to have him 
on board. Stewart is our guest traveller in this issue.

redfernnaturalhistory.com

LATEST NEWS FROM OUR HONORARY PRESIDENTS

Robin Hanbury-Tenison’s new book
Distinguished explorer Robin Hanbury-Tenison is marking his 80th birthday with a major 
fundraising drive for the global charity that he founded in 1969, Survival International. 
He has already exceeded his birthday number, £80, 000, and is aiming for more. Survival 
champions the rights of tribal peoples worldwide and campaigns to protect their lands and 
cultures. Meanwhile Robin has a new book out, Finding Eden. It recounts in vivid detail his 
expedition to the Gunung Mulu National Park in Sarawak, Borneo. "Sometimes it feels as 
though the whole planet has been so polluted and ravaged that there are no Edens left," 
he recalls, "but they are there to be found by those who step off the beaten track... So it was 
with mine." His expedition there in the 1970s triggered the global movement to protect the 
rainforests and was one of the largest expeditions ever mounted by the Royal Geographical 
Society. Robin and his team spent 15 months documenting what then was a pristine, virgin 
rainforest inhabited by uncontacted indigenous tribes and virtually tame wildlife.
 
Finding Eden: A Journey into the Heart of Borneo, by Robin Hanbury-Tenison  
IB Tauris. hbk £17.99 
survivalinternational.org
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Electric 
Blue
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Jodhpur is known as the Blue City, 
and indeed it is a brighter blue than 
most lakes, so intense in hue it’s hard 
to believe the stark glare of the Thar 
Desert lies all around.

It’s a surreal labyrinth of a place, a 
jumbled tumble of blocks with the 
narrowest of alleyways threading 
through. The space may be tight, but 
there’s a god around every corner, in 
the form of a shrine or a sculpture 
or a prayer on a wall. The blue was 
originally symbolic of Brahmin 
houses, but is now used by others for 
its cooling effect. Blue is not the only 
colour brightening the streets. This is 
India, so flashes of hot pink, red and 
yellow saris, and the glitter of bangles 
and bracelets are picked out by the 
unrelenting sun.

Mighty Mehrangarh Fort is one of 
the most imposing in all of India, 
anchored to the rocky perpendicular 

promontory that dominates the city 
skyline. Constructed over the course 
of 500 years from the 15th century, 
Kipling called it ‘the work of giants’. 
The impenetrable walls contain ornate 
palaces and a museum crammed 
with priceless relics of courtly 
wealth and power including textiles, 
manuscripts, paintings, armoury, and 
an astonishing collection of elephant 
howdahs and royal palanquins.

The city has a network of over 100 
stepwells, including the magnificent, 
recently restored Toorji Ka Jhalra, 
slightly off the main tourist trail a few 
hundred metres from the central Clock 
Tower and bustling Sardar Market. 
Excavations to a depth of 200 feet 
revealed intricate medieval carvings 
of lions, dancing elephants and cow’s 
head water spouts. The pool resounds 
with the cries of high-spirited local 
children – and the occasional grown-up 
– diving in for a cooling plunge.
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There are few firsts in modern-day 
exploration, but visiting all of 
the UK Overseas Territories is one 
of them. It’s a feat that took our 
latest Honorary President Stewart 
McPherson more than three years 
and no little determination to 
accomplish. They’re far-flung and few 
between, these mostly island outposts 
of ours, and many remain mysterious 
and almost inaccessible. To visit them 
all required a complicated combination 
of cargo ships and private yachts, 
military flights and a voyage on the 
world’s last working Royal Mail ship.

For many this would be a logistical 
challenge too far, but for someone 

stewart mcpherson / guest

who chartered helicopters while 
still at university in order to search 
for rare plants in the remote plateaus 
of Venezuela, it was a case of passion and 
perseverance.  I suggest that it’s unusual 
for a student to organise something so 
epic based on helicopter hire. 

“We were genuinely very lucky. I was 
travelling with two people who had 
massive grants, and we pooled our 
resources because it was the only way 
to reach some of the more inaccessible 
plateaus, many of which were only 
sighted for the first time by outsiders in 
the 1950s. 

“During our trip we landed on many 

of these extremely remote lost 
world plateaus, and discovered or 
rediscovered several lost or at risk plant 
species, many of them carnivorous. 
There are about 700 worldwide, and 
at that time hundreds of them had 
never been photographed. 

“And these plants are beautiful 
and intricate. Many of them have 
spectacular stories behind them, 
about how they’ve evolved to capture 
and kill animals, in some cases 
animals as big as rats or shrews.”

Since that student trip to Venezuela, 
Stewart says he must have climbed 
about 300 mountains across Asia 
to document different carnivorous 
plants. Every discovery and 
observation has been meticulously 
documented in books published 
after each expedition by his 
company Redfern Natural History 
Productions, each book funding 
the next expedition.  

Like the epic expedition to Venezuela, 
the company is something he set up 
while still a student. Both ventures 
were undertaken as steps towards 
his ultimate goal, making wildlife 
films and documentaries about the 
natural world. I ask him what made 
him choose it as a career and he says, 
simply, “I just had to. It was in me. 
I had no choice about it. So whoever 
or  whatever created me is to blame 
for that.”  

Treasure 
Island Tales

explorer and presenter stewart mcpherson talks 
to amy sohanpaul about his expeditions
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Nepenthes attenboroughii, a montane species of carnivorous pitcher plant named after Sir David 
Attenborough

I ask him about his keen interest in the 
latter. To hear him talk about them is 
a delight of details. “Most people don’t 
find plants as interesting as animals, 
because they don’t move. They’re not 
as dramatic as an elephant charging or 
a rhino snorting. But many plants are 
keystone species in ecosystems, so if 
they’re lost, so are animals.”

Such is Stewart’s affection for plants, 
and in particular pitcher plants, 
that he named a giant species he 
discovered in the Philippines in 2009 
after one of his heroes, Sir David 
Attenborough. All his life he has 
dreamt about making wildlife films in 
the Attenborough tradition, and every 
expedition and every book published, 
has been a means to this end. And the 
tremendous effort and dedication, has 
paid off, leading to short films for the 
BBC, including Decade of Discovery, 
and presenting on another, with 
Attenborough, called Plants Behaving 
Badly, and most recently, the BBC Four 
films based on exploring the Overseas 
Territories.

He tells me that one of the people he’d 
most want to share a desert island with 
would be Sir David. “I love his work. Of 
course probably everyone alive who 
loves wildlife would answer the same, 
he’s been so significant and inspiring.” 

We’re talking islands because other 
than Gibraltar, all the Overseas 
Territories are islands, some more 
idiosyncratic than others. We’re also 
talking islands because they remain 
endlessly enticing for so many people, 
and I ask Stewart for his expert opinion 
on this. “Well, they’re miniature 
worlds. You can step onto an island 
and it’s a whole planet. From an 
ecological perspective, from a wildlife 
perspective, normal rules might not 
apply. You might have ecosystems 
ruled by crabs, or by giant lizards. 
On others, you might have people 
whose cultures have been uniquely 
preserved. 

In Britain’s Treasure Islands, 
a staggeringly comprehensive 
and handsome tome based on his 
travels to the Overseas Territories,  
he writes: 

‘I have been obsessed with the 
natural world for as long as I can 
remember. I began to collect shells, 
fossils, rocks and butterflies as soon 

as I could walk to find them, and from 
the age of seven, I amassed a small 
zoo in my bedroom as I reared up to 
one hundred species of insects, fish, 
reptiles, spiders, frogs, salamanders, 
crayfish, hermit crabs, giant 
millipedes and countless other exotic 
treasures. I loved plants as much 
as animals, and bred and collected 
carnivorous plants.’
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“I was very fortunate to visit Tristan 
de Cunha, the most remote populated 
island in the world, and the Pitcairn 
Islands, in whose waters the mutiny 
on the Bounty took place. In Pitcairn 
proper, so many wonderful words from 
the 18th century have been preserved, 
and even the accents of the mutineers 
linger to this day, pronouncing words 
with Geordie or West Country accents. 
Sailor speak has been preserved since 
the time of the mutineers. 

“On Tristan de Cunha likewise, they 
have many words that have been 
lost in modern English, old quirks 
such as an ‘h’ before a vowel, so 
they say ‘hadministrator’. Some say 
Tristan English is perfectly preserved 
19th-century English dialect, and while 
that’s not quite true, like many of the 
old territories, Tristan does retain 
wonderful old dialects.’ 
 
These were two of the stops on the 
Overseas Territories tour of those places 
that have chosen to remain a part of the 
UK. While Stewart was intrigued by the 
varied cultures, it’s clear that for him, 
the main attraction and significance of 
the Territories is wildlife. 

stewart mcpherson / guest

“Many of the territories are tiny, but 
they are disproportionately important 
for wildlife. They are home to 95% of 
the UK’s biodiversity. They are home 
to species not found anywhere else on 
the planet, hundreds of species globally 
important for conservation purposes, 
like green turtles. They are home to 
some of the most significant penguin 
colonies in the world. The biggest 
albatross colony in the world is on the 
Falkland Islands. And in South Georgia, 
the concentrations of life, including 
penguins and seals, are just ridiculous. 
It seems to me that this is a secret side 
of the UK, that most British people 
don’t even know is part of their own 
country.”

It seems fitting that, other than Sir 
David Attenborough – and his wife 
– the one other person he would 
choose to share his desert island 
with is Sir Winston Churchill. “I 
find him absolutely fascinating 
in every regard. Films focus on his 
puggish bumptiousness, but he was 
just hilarious in person. I love his 
determination, his favourite motto 
– keep buggering on and never give 
up. I find him a complete inspiration. 

Whenever I’m down I listen to some 
quotes by him and he never fails to lift 
my spirits and keep me going.”

Given that Stewart has always kept 
going on, up many a mountain and over 
thousands of sea miles, and looks set to 
be a major name in the world of natural 
history, he can be pretty inspirational 
too. These are the closing lines of 
Britain’s Treasure Islands ( after chapters 
rich in photography and detail and 
gatefold maps and tales of derring-do):

 ‘… if you do have sincere ambitions, 
following your dreams will truly 
bring a sense of fulfilment and pleasure 
that nothing else can rival. I have 
learnt that it really is up to you to make 
your dream happen – don’t be the 
person who suffers life, and counts 
away every hour, day month and year. 
If the story of my project encourages 
anyone – even in the smallest of ways – 
to move closer to his or her dreams, then 
I will be very happy.’
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PASCAL’S TRAVEL TIPS
The Venice to London journey is 
the most romantic way to come 
home. Saving the train until the 
end of your trip means you end 
your holiday on a high. On the 
Venice to London train, executive 
head chef Christian Bodiguel serves 
the most fantastic lobster brunch. 
Paired with pink champagne, this 
completes my perfect morning. 

You won’t miss a thing
We plan each journey so the 
train passes through the most 
beautiful scenery during the 
day, so you don’t need to worry 
about missing anything at night 
while you are asleep or enjoying 
a convivial tipple in the bar car. 
On the Venice to London journey, 
the scenery between Brennero 
and Innsbruck is particularly 
stunning.

“I have come full circle,” says Pascal Deyrolle, who became General Manager of the 
Venice Simplon-Orient-Express in 2014. “I started as a cabin steward on board in 1992. 
As a steward I enjoyed talking to and looking after my guests. You have a list of tasks to 
do, it’s like running a mini hotel: you handle the luggage, the check-in and check-out, 
and the cleaning – but you run your own show.”

Within a year he was promoted to head of department, then in 1996 he left to study 
hospitality management in Paris before moving to Australia, where he worked on a 
luxury train for five years. “Then I travelled the world: America, Mexico, Peru, France. 
And now here I am back in Venice, from where I board the Venice Simplon-Orient-
Express once a month.”

Pascal recalls many favourite moments while travelling on the train. On the Paris to 
Istanbul journey passengers alight at passport control to cross the Bulgaria-Turkey 
border at Varna on the Black Sea. “It’s an exciting, social occasion – absolutely my 
favourite part of the trip,” he says. Pascal describes the snow-covered Dolomites 
and Alps as ‘magical’, and also mentions the magnificent scenery of the Rhine gorge 
on the Paris to Berlin journey. Travelling close by the river’s edge, the train passes 
castles perching among vineyards on craggy cliffs, the mysterious Loreley rock where 
a temptress is said to have lured sailors to their deaths, and a 15th-century fortress 
shaped like a ship on an island in mid-stream. 

A train like no other
Venice Simplon-Orient-Express General Manager Pascal Deyrolle 
celebrates the epitome of luxury travel
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venice simplon-orient-express / inside track

Make the most of the bar car
Bar 3674 is the social hub of the 
train, but don’t just save it for the 
evening. Instead, come along for pre-
lunch drinks where you’ll find head 
barman Ignazio creating signature 
cocktails whilst the pianist plays our 
baby grand. We’ve also introduced a 
champagne bar, serving a selection of 
chilled vintages. 

You can never be overdressed
Whilst not mandatory, for me a tux is a 
must for gentlemen travelling with us. 
After all, there are not many occasions 
in life when you can really dress up to 
the nines. So take this rare opportunity 
to be at your most glamorous, and 
truly enjoy the elegant surroundings 
of the train.

Get to know your cabin steward
Our cabin stewards look after you from 
departure to arrival, from serving your 
breakfast in bed to turning your cabin 
into cosy bedroom whilst you dine. 
They come from all over the world 
and are wonderful professionals eager 
to share their stories and your own.

Explore the train
Each carriage is unique, having 
operated on different routes across 
Europe during the golden age of rail 
travel. Car 3309, built in Belgium in 
1926, was part of the rake that was 
stuck in a snowdrift for 10 days in 
western Turkey in 1929, inspiring 
Agatha Christie to write Murder on 
the Orient Express, and it has some 
beautiful vintage details and fabulous 

marquetry. Car 3544, one of two 
featuring the designs of René Prou, was 
stored in Limoges during World War II, 
where it was used as a brothel, while 
car 3452 was part of the train on which 
King Carol II of Romania escaped with 
his mistress Magda in 1940.

For a blow-out celebration…
Indulge in the opulence and romance 
of one of the train’s new Grand Suite 
cabins – the Istanbul, Paris or Venice. 
Launched on this year’s service, each 
has a private bathroom, complete with 
shower, and signature flourishes such 
as hand-carved timber, embossed 
leather, embroidered pillows and 
chic furnishings evoking the grand 
architecture of the cities after which 
they’re named.
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Framed by an exquisite golden panel, an old man 
rocks animatedly back and forth on his heels. He 
holds a bamboo brush in one hand, flicking ink as 
black as an oil slick left and right across a sheet of 
crisp white paper. 

His face is stern with concentration but contrary 
to solemn appearances, master calligrapher Mr 
Magami is in high spirits. Today he is celebrating 
with artful script a hallowed day in the country’s 
calendar.

He points outside to a tree trunk, gnarled by the 
centuries, whose branches are bursting forth 
with delicate white petals. “The plum blossom is 
the first messenger of spring in Japan. It comes 
long before the cherry, this is a good day!”

Waving a hand over the kanji characters, he 
slowly translates his intricate hieroglyphics, 
“The plum blossom is so white…it makes the 
moon look very beautiful.” He nods with 
satisfaction, rolls up the paper and kindly gifts 
me the scroll.

words & pictures
Simon Urwin

Springtime
in

Kyoto
“Spring is a very important time in Japanese 
culture,” he explains as we walk to the garden 
gate, “because the flowers come then they fade 
and fall. It is a metaphor for the ephemeral nature 
of life,” he finishes, rather poetically.

I have arrived in Kyoto for the weekend, just as 
February gives way to March and the city wakes 
from its wintery slumber. Everywhere the streets 
are full of lively chatter, nowhere more so than 
Nishiki Market, also known as ‘Kyoto’s Kitchen’, 
where housewives go in search of fresh sushi and 
colourful pickles, their kimonos pulled tight in 
the brisk air. 

Here, even the bento boxes are dressed in finery 
to celebrate the new season, garlanded with 
edible, pink plum flowers known as nama-fu. 
Such boxes will be ceremoniously opened by 
Kyoto-dwellers at special blossom-viewing 
picnics or hanami in the coming days, just one of 
the many glorious traditions which make Kyoto 
such a popular destination with culture-seeking 
travellers to the Far East.
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While the ‘City of Ten Thousand Shrines’ 
certainly boasts an extraordinary 
cultural heritage, first impressions can be 
disappointing. Here, much of the past competes 
for space with a modern-day fondness for 
concrete. Coach loads of tourists add to the 
swell of 1.5 million locals, rather diminishing 
the shine of sights such as the Golden Pavilion 
as they pause only for a selfie before moving 
on to the next Instagram post.  

In order to experience something altogether 
more authentic, spiritual even, it requires 
the visitor to Kyoto to put away their maps 
and guidebooks and embrace the pleasures 
of getting lost. Armed with a smattering 
of conversational Japanese, I head off to 
do just that, down atmospheric streets 
of timber-frame houses far from the camera-
clicking crowds. 

After wandering a while I come across 
the Korin-in temple, complete with its own 
magnificent teahouse, set in a garden of 
ferns and red maples, purportedly designed 
by the 17th-century master-landscaper Kentei. 

Previous page: Torii 
gates in the plum 
grove of the Kitano 
Tenmangu shrine.

Above: Ms Moriya, a 
tea mistress, begins 
the chanoyu or tea 
ceremony.

Below: Plum 
blossoms outside 
the Shoden Eigen-in 
Temple.
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Sporting a large bamboo hat like an upturned 
wok, the temple’s Zen Buddhist monk greets 
me with a “konichiwa” before scurrying away 
to oversee a funeral. I arrange a tea ceremony 
with Korin-in’s tea mistress Ms Moriya who first 
invites me to wash at the outdoor washbasin. 
“You need to purify yourself, it’s like cleansing 
before you go to pray,” she says.

Squeezing through a small ‘crawling-in door’, 
the tea hut is a single room of perpendicular 
lines and desaturated colours, the opaque screen 
walls smothering the sunlight in order, I am 
told, to heighten one’s sense of taste and smell.

Joined by her colleague Ms Akiyama, the 
preparation of matcha (powdered-green tea) 
proceeds at a pace where time visibly slows, 
every deliberate movement resembling 
performance art. Accompanied by a deep 
bow, I’m passed a bowl and sip the leafy, 
astringent liquid. Ms Moriya tells me she’s 
been studying the infinite intricacies of the 
tea ceremony for an incredible twenty-six 
years. “In life, you must carry on learning 
and improving, but you can never achieve 

Above: A tsukubai, 
a stone washbasin 
where guests 
attending a tea 
ceremony purify 
themselves with the 
ritual washing of 
hands and rinsing of 
the mouth.

Below: Mr Ninko 
Magami, master 
calligrapher, at work 
in one of the rooms 
of the Shoden Eigen-
in Temple.
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total perfection, that’s impossible,” she says 
philosophically.     

Nightfall comes, casting a layer of magic 
across the old city. As diners take to their 
tables in the world-class restaurants, I head 
to the neighbourhood of Gion Hagashi, one 
of Kyoto’s ‘flower towns’, or geisha districts, 
where I’ve arranged an exclusive glimpse into 
this hidden world.

Since the distant days of the Samurai, geishas 
have entertained guests with their skilled blend 
of classical music, traditional dance and witty 

conversation. Highly respected entertainers, 
they spend five years as apprentices or maiko, 
living secluded lives and studying arduously 
before graduating to the position of geiko (as 
Kyoto’s geishas are known).

Granted only a fleeting audience, I knock 
on the door to the maiko’s house which is 
answered by her oka-san, a foster parent-cum-
manager who guides me to the ‘entertaining 
room’. From here I can just make out whispered 
conversation and the sound of shuffling fabric 
next door. ‘Tomitsuyu’ (her maiko moniker, I 
am not allowed to know her real name) then 
makes her grand entrance. 

With great deliberation she kneels and 
smoothes her kimono into place, her halo 
of jewel-encrusted daffodils occasionally 
catching the dim light. She lifts her head 
to reveal a face painted ghostly white with 
flashes of red across the eyes and lips. I can’t 
help but let out an inner gasp.

Speaking in a high-pitched voice to accentuate 
her youth, she tells me a little of her life, that 
she has reached her final year of maiko studies 
and relishes the learning of traditional Japanese 
arts, especially flower arranging.  

She points out her special obi belt, worn only 
by maiko, and shyly shows me the nape of her 
neck, the maquillage designed to make it look 
more slender and beautiful in candlelight.

As this brief encounter draws to a close I ask 
about the flowers in her hair. She has chosen 
them especially to reflect the arrival of spring. 
“I love this blossom season,” she tells me 
in a girlish tone, “but it goes quickly. It is a 
reminder that life is short, and we must live it 
well and wisely.”

Above: A street in the 
Gion Hagashi district 
of Kyoto, where 
‘Tomitsuyu’ lives.

Opposite: A maiko’s 
hair ornaments 
change with 
the seasons, her 
maquillage is 
designed to make 
her neck look 
more slender and 
beautiful.
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Kinshasa Blues
purpose of that brown water pouring 
towards the sea held me in thrall. I 
swore to return.

I did, but only after the fall of the dictator 
and the march of a Rwandan-led rebel 
army across the breadth of the country. 
They had arrived in pursuit of Hutu 
génocidaires but fought their way to 
Kinshasa, helping to install Laurent 
Kabila as the president of the renamed 
Democratic Republic of Congo. Kabila’s 
city of the late 1990s was paranoid and 
fearful. I found the old energy dissipated 
in a country exhausted by wars that 
claimed over four million lives. He did 
not last long, murdered by one of his 
bodyguards.

Now Kinshasa is ruled over by his son, 
Joseph, who has refused to step down 
despite serving the two-year term limits 
allowed under the constitution. I am here 
now and was once again ushered into 
the office of the information minister. A 
new man. There have been a few since 
the days of Mobutu. But there was the 
same charm and the same sense that 
utter ruthlessness lurked not very far 
beneath his well-groomed surface.
As it must have been in the last days 
of the Belgians, and in the confusion 
that surrounded the CIA-sponsored 

My first acquaintance with the place 
was not propitious. For reasons best 
known to themselves the South African 
charter pilots had decided to taxi to a 
halt at the part of the airport controlled 
by President Mobutu’s Presidential 
Guard. They had managed to miss the 
more obvious destination of the sector 
commanded by the French Foreign 
Legion. This was in the middle of an 
army mutiny in 1991 when it looked as 
if Africa’s greatest kleptocrat might 
be about to fall from power. But the 
Presidential Guard had remained loyal 
and were in the midst of rounding up the 
plotters. All of this came after a journey 
via Angola – still mired in civil war – 
where I had been forced to sleep outside 
the toilets at Luanda airport and woke 
from a dream-demented sleep to find my 
arms ravaged by mosquitos. They must 
have fought each other for landing rights 
so numerous were the angry red bites. 

On that sweltering Kinshasa morning we 
opened the door of our small plane with 
trepidation. What followed was guns, 
fear, shouted orders and the looming 
prospect of a spell in one of the dictator’s 
jails. Happily a French colleague had 
managed to make a swift call to his 
cousin – a senior officer back at base in 
France – before we left the plane. So it 

was that after several hours cooling our 
heels at the airport we were released, 
shown to official cars and taken to the 
offices of the Minister of Information. 
I remember a plump, plausible figure 
dressed in black, a thick gold bracelet 
wrapped around his right wrist, the 
welcome purr of the air conditioning, and 
oily words of welcome. I remember too 
a meeting with Mobutu and his fierce 
gaze when I asked him how he felt about 
the protests on the streets. ‘Mobutu 
c’est Lucifer,” the crowds had shouted. He 
spoke briefly – the words have vanished 
from memory – invited us to lunch and 
then disappeared.

The Big Man survived on that occasion. 
We went back home to South Africa and 
the march to elections and a non-racial 
democracy. But I was intoxicated by 
Kinshasa, the city of the great river. I was 
swept along by the energy and anguish 
of Mobutu’s Zaire. Kinshasa could be a 
painting in the brightest colours, a song 
on the loudest radio, rain clouds so heavy 
and dark they looked as if they might 
crush the metropolis into the earth. The 
city raged and danced. It sucked the 
energy out of you and then gave it back a 
hundredfold. And the river… I was drawn 
to its shore whenever a spare moment 
presented itself. The immensity and 

Words by Fergal Keane

my world / fergal keane
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overthrow of Patrice Lumumba after 
independence, and as it was in the 
last days of Mobutu, the city is abuzz 
with rumours. They flicker from the 
manicured lawns of Gombe, where the 
diplomats and politicians live, into the 
immense slums where the city’s poor 
and striving citizenry wonder if their 
President will make good on his promise 
to hold elections before the end of the 
year. Looking out of my window I watch 
the rain spill on the city and river. The 
scene is apocalyptic. I shudder. There 
has been so much murder in this nation 
that a terrible reckoning is too easy to 
imagine. Will I return in the next year 

to the chaos of another mutiny? Or will 
the powers of civil society – vibrantly 
assertive in a way they never were 
under Mobutu – triumph and persuade 
Kabila to step down?

I am not drawn back to Congo or 
Kinshasa by a preoccupation with 
massacre and human suffering. 
There is much of this to contemplate 
in my work here, for sure. Nor is it some 
ageing middle-aged man’s pathetic 
desire for edgy places. Kinshasa holds 
my imagination. Here my mind is 
fully alive, my spirit rolls with the 
drama of each day.

The writer is a Special Correspondent 
with BBC News.

llustration by Luke Walwyn.

fergal keane / my world

The Foreign Office currently advises 
against all travel to certain regions of 
the Democratic Republic of Congo.  
Visit gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice for 
the most up-to-date information. 
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‘Codstock – two days of fish and music – 
the Woodstock of the Arctic,’ boasts the poster 
in the window of the Johansen supermarket, 
a shack perched on a rock in the Norwegian Sea. 
Beyond it tumble the green and yellow cabins of 
the fishing village of Henningsvaer, the end of 
a road that has taken me past frozen lakes and 
jagged peaks and fjords of tawny sand edged by 
luminous turquoise waters. 

Welcome to Lofoten, a spine of granite islands off 
the north-west coast of Norway, 100 miles above 
the Arctic Circle. It’s one of the most spectacular 
landscapes in Europe, where sheer mountains 
rise straight from the sea and snowy ridges 
tower over tiny wooden villages. In winter the 
sun hardly rises, in summer it never sets. The 
closest neighbour is Svalbard.

Cod is big here. In spring the world’s largest 
gathering of cod fills the waters just offshore 
as thousands of fish swarm here to spawn. 

They come because the waters, improbably, are 
warmed by the Gulf Stream – which is why the 
islands also attract surfers and sailors. With the 
cod comes a whole food chain, including killer 
whales, orcas and, of course, humans. Hardy 
Norwegians have been fishing these waters 
since Viking times at least, and Henningsvaer is 
still a working harbour, its inlets crammed with 
red and yellow boats slung with nets and cranes, 
their prows built high to take the northern swell.

I wander into the village, a pretty place where 
strangers say hello. Between wooden houses 
stacked with firewood drying in the sun, there 
are shops selling sledges and oil-cans and cafes 
serving cinnamon buns. On the boulders behind 
them rise wooden racks where cod have been 
hung by their tails to dry. When sufficiently 
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Below Left: Stockfish 
hanging to dry on the 
Lofoten Islands.

Right: Black-legged 
kittiwake seagull perching 
on a window frame of a 
yellow rorbu.

Opposite: Fishing village 
of Henningsvaer.
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weathered by sun and wind, the remains are sold 
as ‘stockfish’, an ancient form of indestructible 
nutrition that makes a dark and dubious soup.

I forego the pleasure and order a pastry at the 
Kafe Lysstoperiet, a white-wood cabin crammed 
with families enjoying their Saturday morning. 
Each scrubbed table is decorated with clusters 
of coloured candles – shell-pink, sea-green, sky-
blue. Behind the counter is a workshop where 
the candles are made by hand. The owner, Line 
Jensen, tells me she is a painter too. “A lot of 
artists live in Lofoten because of the light,” she 
says. “I have been running this place for 12 years. 
But I have to choose which thing to do. I tried to 
sell it, but the villagers didn’t want me to. So now 
I won’t.”

Community is key in a place as remote as this. 
Norwegians from the mainland flock here in the 
summer, eager to experience a simpler version 
of their national life. They kayak the fjords and 
hike the mountains and spend the evenings in 
homely cafes like Line’s, drinking stockfish soup.

I drive out of Henningsvaer looking for 
somewhere even simpler. The road south 
leaps from island to island on arching bridges. 
Scattered farms are marked by houses painted 
rust-red or mustard-yellow. I stop at one, Hov 
Hestegard, a lonely farm by the sea where I have 
booked a ride on a Viking horse.

In the tack-room I find the owner, Frode Hov, 
a grey-eyed man with a hobbit’s name. “Things 
here are different from what you see in a 
city,” he smiles. “We want to develop a place 
where you can be in nature.” He leads me to 
our horses – stubby, black creatures more like 
Thelwell ponies than warrior’s steeds. “The 
Vikings took these horses to Iceland with them,” 
he explains, “so I have brought them back.” 
We saddle up and ride out.

The beach is a sweep of pure white sand and 
eagles swoop across the waves. “This bay was 
where the Vikings kept their boats,” he says. 
“We know a chieftain lived on this island 
because it is mentioned in the Snorra Saga. 
During harvesting we find Viking graves. 
There’s one under my living room: a warrior 
with a sword. My grandfather said , ‘He’s been 
here a thousand years, so he can stay.’ ”

We ride through a wild landscape of granite 
hills and rocky coves, the horses trotting 
nimbly on sandy paths. Frode says that Viking 
horses have an extra gait, somewhere between 
trotting and cantering, which is fast and 
comfortable for long distances: “You can go 
eight hours!” 

Luckily we turn back towards the farm. He 
smiles at the sight of it. “I have only lived in 
Lofoten,” he muses. “I am a real islander. I have 
dairy cows and potatoes. I feel lucky to be here. 
Also I have an 18-hole golf course for the visitors 
– the world’s only golf links with midnight sun.”

I thank him and drive back to my 
accommodation, a traditional red-wood 
cabin or rorbu, on stilts beside a fjord. Beyond it 
is the sea. When I checked in yesterday, the key 
was waiting in the front door lock, left for me 
in total trust. 

The rorbu is near the islands’ capital, Svolvaer, 
and that’s where I head for the evening. It’s 
a scrappy place of low-rise blocks and boat-
yards, hardly bigger than a village. A mountain 
soars behind it, edging the flotsam of modern 
life with granite. Down on the harbour there’s 
an office selling tickets for whale-watching 
cruises, and just offshore is a little island reached 
by a narrow bridge, where I find a traditional 
restaurant for dinner: Angker Brygge. 

Right: Eccentrically ornate-
red painted facade of 
rorbu traditional seasonal 
fishing hut.
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It’s housed in a disused fish factory, but inside the 
place is a fantasy of old Norway. A huge fireplace 
flickers in the centre, candelabras dangle from 
rafters and the floorboards are strewn with 
homespun rugs. The waitresses are dressed 
Edwardian-style in black gowns and white 
aprons. The food is classic too. My starter is a pair 
of langoustines with crispbread, salty and fresh 
as the sea. They’re followed by a reindeer steak 
with foraged mushrooms and creamy potatoes, a 
wild woodland treat. 

After supper I get back in the car and head north. 
It’s a dark, clear night and I’m hoping to see 
something very special in the sky. For Lofoten 
is one of the best places on earth to view the 
Aurora Borealis.

Forty-five minutes north of Svolvaer, on a 
western shore with nothing between here and 
Greenland, I pull in at the Polar Light Centre. 
Despite the formal name, it’s a wooden house 
owned by a retired engineer, Rob Stammes, who 
likes to watch the stars. 

I find him in the instrument room, a hollow-eyed 
man with a wild beard. He’s surrounded by walls 
of screens and dials, all of which he has made 
himself. “I take seven different readings to 

identify activity of the Northern Lights,” he 
explains. “No one else is doing this. I get the time 
signal for atomic submarines under the ocean. 
Look at this paper – every strike on it is a burning 
meteor out in space.”

He shows me photos of flares on the sun and 
charts of solar winds brushing across the 
planets. He speaks of flaming comets and cosmic 
fields and Galileo. “When there is an explosion 
on the sun,” he whispers, “I know it maybe eight 
minutes later.”

His wife Therese offers us a slice of apple pie and 
then Rob says, “Something is happening outside.” 

Outside in the garden I stare into the sky 
transfixed. The Northern Lights have exploded 
in a whirl of green across the infinite darkness 
of space. It’s a force of the universe on show. 
“I work on technology,” murmurs Rob, “but also 
this is a spiritual thing.” 

The Vikings thought these flashes were 
reflections of the armour of the Valkyries, 
flying down to earth. Perhaps in a way they 
were right. Here on Lofoten, these pristine 
islands near the North Pole, it’s easy to believe 
one is touching heaven.

norway / eyewitness
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Left: A dramatic aurora 
display over a frozen 
lake and red rorbu in 
the Lofoten Islands.
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Lions transcend nature and culture. 
No other creature symbolises the 
magic and mystery of wilderness 
so powerfully, particularly the 
magnificent dark maned males. Not so 
long ago the mighty lion stalked nearly 
every corner of the planet, its visage 
immortalised in rock paintings and on 
coats of arms and war banners: part 
animal, part God, its indomitable spirit 
helped spur nations to great victories. 

lions / wildlife watch

Yet how shabbily we have treated 
these warrior kings. Today’s lion is 
a pale shadow of its glorious past, its 
numbers whittled down to perhaps 
just 20,000 individuals, with man 
and lion in a brutal winner-take-
all battle for the last scraps of wild 
real estate.

We have been watching lions in 
Kenya’s Maasai Mara National 

Reserve for 40 years, recording every 
detail of their lives in our books and 
television programmes. The key to 
unlocking the mysteries of the pride 
is to be able to recognise individuals, 
and over the years there have been 
many memorable characters etched 
in our memories among the heavily 
maned pride males and sleek lionesses: 
Scar and Notch, White-Eye and Bibi to 
name but a few.

Askari 
the warrior king

words & pictures
Jonathan and Angela Scott
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amy sohanpaul meets the tribal traveller  
turned film-maker bruce parry
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Each lion has as different 
temperament; some are bolder than 
others, first to stand and challenge 
outsiders; some are craftier hunters 
or more attentive mothers. It is a 
thing of wonder to watch the way 
the lionesses thrive in each other’s 
company, rubbing heads in greeting, 
grooming a pride mate or playing 
with their cubs. Pride males often 
prefer the company of their male 
companions, resting up for much 
of the day and patrolling their 
territory side-by-side at night. But 
they regularly join the pride to check 
the lionesses for oestrus or scavenge 
from their kills, often taking the 
lion’s share. Sometimes the males kill 
for themselves taking buffalos and 
hippos, using their immense power 
and strength to pull such huge prey 
to the ground.

Last year when we were filming 
the Marsh Pride (our resident pride) 
a number of the lionesses were 
accompanied by young cubs and 
the two pride males Mpole (meaning 
‘slowly’ in Swahili) and Askari 
(guard or watchman) stayed close 
to the pride to ensure that no other 
males could endanger their cubs. 
Nomadic males or newly resident 
pride males will kill the cubs sired 
by the previous males to ensure that 
the females come back into oestrus 
and mate with them. Askari – the 
slightly smaller and lighter-maned of 
the two males – was extraordinarily 
tolerant of the young cubs, particularly 
by comparison to Mpole who was 
more retiring, allowing them to rough 
him up, bury themselves in his mane, 
bite his tail, greeting him with 
feverish enthusiasm. Watching Askari 
and the cubs reminded us that nature 
is the source of our innermost being. It 
is to that voice inside us that the lion’s 
mighty roar now speaks, summoning 
us to stand up on behalf of nature. If we 
are willing to let the lion retreat from 
memory then what will we save?

lions / wildlife watch
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I would never have fallen for the Alentejo if 
it weren’t for Doctor Antonio. It was a baking 
early summer morning a decade ago and I was 
wandering the donkey-wide, whitewashed back 
alleys of the medieval city of Évora. 

I say city but Évora’s barely big enough to 
be called a town. With just a few guidebook 
paragraphs to educate me I knew little. It was a 
World Heritage site in easy train reach of Lisbon, 
making it a perfect overnight trip. It wasn’t as 
tourist-packed as Sintra or Óbidos but there was 
plenty to see – including a Roman temple and a 
chapel made of bones. Which was where I met 
Antonio. 

I was behind the camera, carefully framing a 
Portuguese inscription, written in baroque script 
above walls of grinning skulls and pilasters of 
femurs, when he coughed. And spoke:

“Our dead bones wait for yours…”
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I turned to see a small, elderly gentleman 
with a grey beard, cloth cap and flannel trousers. 
A kind of Portuguese Jeremy Corbyn in John 
Lennon glasses.

“That’s what it reads. Well roughly,” he said,  
“Nós ossos que aqui estamos, pelos vossos 
esperamos.”

He held out his hand, grinned warmly and 
introduced himself. Doctor Antonio was a 
professor at Évora university. He loved the 
British. And he was a resolute champion of the 
Alentejo.

“The where?” I asked.

“The Alentejo! My dear friend. It’s where you 
are – Évora is the capital. It’s the most beautiful, 
historic region of Portugal!”

I clearly had a lot to learn. And Doctor Antonio 
was determined to help me. I could put my 
empty-headed guidebook away. He would be my 
guide for the day. And there was no question of 
money.

In a little cafe in the shaded colonnades off 
Évora’s bone-white Praça de Giraldo Square we 

eyewitness / portugal
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began my education – over a bica. My mouth 
waters now just thinking of it  – treacle-thick, 
aromatic black coffee, barely staining the 
bottom of a tiny cup and served with a pastel 
de nata – a custard as smooth as butter in flaky 
filo pastry. Antonio leaned in, his face filled with 
enthusiasm. 

“Imagine the rebel Roman general Sertorius 
filling the squares around us with a huge army 
of hill tribesmen and African mercenaries and 
making plans to overthrow Caesar and Rome 
itself... Or the call to prayer echoing through the 
streets, berbers on horseback clattering over the 

portugal / eyewitness

cobbles, the smell of myrrh and leather rising 
from the medina market. 

“The Alentejo”, said Antonio, finishing his coffee 
and paying the bill, “is filled with stories.” 

We walked out across the Praça de Giraldo. “Take 
this square. It’s named after Giraldo the Fearless 
who conquered Évora from the Moors – on a 
stormy night 800 years ago. He stole past the 
sentries disguised as a troubadour, seduced the 
guard’s daughter, murdered her and her father, 
took the keys and opened the gates to his band 
of mercenary commandos.”

“There’s Giraldo himself,” said Antonio, pointing 
to the city’s coat of arms emblazoned on a 
fluttering flag, “he’s on horseback. The heads of 
the poor Moors he killed sit below him.”

We cut up a narrow street – as white as a 
Moroccan alley, and reached another little square. 
Antonio’s battered 2CV was parked in the striated 
shadows of Évora’s ruined Roman temple. Now, 
Antonio told me I would see the Alentejo itself.

The 2CV rattled over the cobbles and out through 
the medieval city gates. Within ten minutes all 
was rural. Warm air scented with wild rosemary 
and lavender rushed through the open windows. 
The landscape shifted past like a framed video: 
olive groves, ploughed fields of streaked red-
brown earth, meadows of gillivors, ox-eye daisies 
and floating butterflies. In villages smaller than a 
Cotswold hamlet widows in black sat on the steps 
of stone cottages. Old men played dominoes. 
Cats slept in triangles of shade beneath flower-
covered gables.

We turned onto a dirt track that cut into a 
woodland of ancient gnarled cork oaks, their 
tanned limbs exposed – stripped of their clothing 
of bark. After a few kilometres we stopped, clouds 
of dust billowing behind us. Antonio beckoned 
me up a path that wound through the trees to 
a giant pinnacle of weather-worn stone – the 
Almendres Menhir.

“It’s two thousand years older than Stonehenge,” 
Antonio told me. “Tribesmen in furs dragged it 
here across the plains and placed it at a precise 
point that casts a long shadow at the solstice up 
that path.
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Antonio pointed through the scrub. We walked 
in that direction and soon found ourselves in 
the centre of a vast stone circle where more 
than ninety dome-shaped boulders dotted 
a sandy glade, clustered like giant dinosaur 
eggs. Évora’s battlements and baroque bell 
towers were silhouetted by the morning sun 
on a distant horizon, the plains of the Alentejo 
stretched all around. 

We drove deeper into the rural Alentejo, to 
churches built into 5,000-year-old dolmens, to 
passage tombs standing forgotten in cattle-
grazed fields. By lunchtime we reached the 
town of Elvas, which Antonio approached from 
the north. Quite deliberately. To ensure  the 
most magnificent view.

Vineyards and orangeries spread over flatlands 
at our feet. Elvas sat above them on a ridgetop 
– like an island in a sea of orchards. Its hulking 
castle and churches huddled behind vast, 
star-shaped walls. An aqueduct as high as 
the ridgetop breached the city to the west 
running across the plain – like a causeway 
connected to an offshore island. 

The city gates were barely wide enough for the 
2CV. We squeezed through and found a parking 
place between a beautifully-carved encrusted 
pillory and the walls of a rococo Dominican 
convent chapel. Its magnificent octagonal 
interior was covered floor to ceiling with 
turquoise tiles. Marian and Blessed Sacrament 
shrines glittered in niches next to the altar.

In the main square we lunched on Beja goat’s 
cheese as soft as camembert, warm bread, 
juicy olives and tomatoes, and citrus-crisp 
white wine from nearby Borba. We visited 
the cathedral, where a web of vaulted arches 
decorated with a filigree of carvings led to a 
delicately-crafted Italianate altarpiece in blue- 
and rose-coloured marble. We got deliberately 
lost in the maze of streets that once formed 
Elvas’s Moorish medina. Washing swayed in 
the afternoon breeze against a deep blue sky. 
Swallows skitted through the air. And we 
emerged from the dazzling-white passageway-
wide alleys in front of a vast, honey-yellow 
castle whose battlements looked out across 
the flatness to Badajoz, 10 miles away in Spain. 
The air was as still and peaceful as sleep. 

 “Your Duke of Wellington was stationed in 
that fort over there,” Antonio told me, pointing 
to one of a half-dozen grassy walls that 
littered the plains. “He began his Napoleonic 
campaigns here. Can you picture some 27,000 
English and Portuguese soldiers marching 
across that plain to what became perhaps 
the bloodiest battle of the Napoleonic wars? 
Some five thousand British and Portuguese 
lost their lives at the siege of Badajoz. 
Wellington wept openly when he saw the 
bodies piled high.”

We drove south from Elvas along Europe’s 
oldest and longest-contested  border – past 
the ruined walls of Juromenha fort – perched 
over the curving Guadiana river, and the 
hilltop castles at Reguengos and Alandroal. 
The sun was low over the fields by now – a deep 
yellow ball in the copper sky. And Antonio 
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had one last treasure to share with me before 
we returned to Évora – Monsaraz. 

The village was perched on a long, high 
granite crag that jutted from the landscape 
like the pinnacles of a buried iron crown. 
We drove up its sides, winding on a ribbon 
of road that left us at the foot of the dark, 
rocky walls and the mouth of the arched 
gateway. Sugar-cube houses lay inside. 
The village looked deserted. But for the 
whistle of the wind and the chirrup of 
birds all was quiet. I could hear our footfall 
on the stone flags as we walked through 
one of Monsaraz’s two streets to the 
castle, whose battlements were gilded by 
the dying sun. 

“I wanted to leave you with this view,” 
said Antonio. 

I looked over the flatness into the east and 
Spain. The light shimmered across the 
surface of a blue lake that spread around 
Monsaraz. In the hazy distance I could see 
another castle village, crowning another 
crag. To the West the Alentejo stretched 
into Portugal – vineyards and olive trees, 
the scatter of tiny villages, the hills 
around Évora. Beyond in the shimmering 
heat was the Atlantic, fringed Antonio 
told me by the best beaches in Portugal – 
long golden stretches of sand backed by 
caramel-coloured cliffs.

“They’ll have to wait for your next trip,” 
said Antonio.

“Yes” I replied, “And the trip after that, and 
after that again.”  And since that first visit 
ten years ago I’ve never stopped coming back…
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“Just twist and go,” instructs the 
Motorbike Angel with characteristic 
Vietnamese directness. Standing 
barely five feet off the ground and 
clad in a full tracksuit and hooded 
top in spite of the humidity, she has 
just pulled up outside my building on 
a scuffed-up Honda Airblade, which 
will be mine for the foreseeable future. 
“You have licence?” I withdraw the 
pink photocard that permits me 
to drive on four wheels in the UK. 
“Good.” Moments later, I am signing a 
scruffy contract, using the bike seat for 
support. “If you have problem, call me, 
I come.”

“Thanks.”

With that, she is off, hopping on a 
Yamaha behind her shy, masked 
assistant, riding side-saddle. Only 
then do I think about a helmet. 
Lifting the seat, I expect to find one, 
but instead, the Motorbike Angel’s 
handbag is tucked away inside. I 

send her a message and ten minutes 
later, she bustles back. “Sorry, I forget 
something.”

“And my helmet?”

“Ah, yes. Here.” She passes me a navy, 
baseball cap-shaped eggshell with a 
loose chinstrap. It will have to do.

Saigon is, like many other cities in 
this part of the world, ruled by the 
motorbike. Most locals, lithe and wiry, 
live and work in a cramped, pragmatic 
scrum of concrete, riven by a web of 
single-file snickets, ginnels and gullies, 
where two wheels is the only antidote 
to a sweaty, perilous trudge. But even 
in the orderly grids that divide the 
consulates and corporations of District 1, 
swarms back up at every intersection, 
sleek SUVs and luxury sedans drowning 
in the mass.

It’s not just the roads – pavements too 
are mounted by the impatient, unable 

to wait all of thirty seconds for the 
lights to change, and urban planners 
indulge this practice by building 
ramped kerbs. In a Vietnamese home, 
the garage and living room are rolled 
into one.

This in mind, there is only one way for 
me to orientate myself. Intimidating 
it may be, but using a bike here is 
unavoidable – even Uber conforms, its 
drivers bedecked in branded helmets 
and logoed livery. Twisting and going, 
I buzz off to join the frenzy.

I have no clear plan but to explore, to 
follow my nose. And what a range 
of scents! Dominating, of course, 
is the perfume of petrol, lingering 
nebulously and invisibly. A surgical 
mask is a common accessory, one 
the city’s expats, in their vanity, 
neglect. Pervading  this, however, 
are multifarious wafts – fetid, as 
discarded rinds rot in the heat; 
honeyed and rich as spiced porcine 
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fat sizzles in roadside woks; heady as 
incense sticks, planted amongst the 
paving slabs, try in vain to cloak it all.

Most life here is lived on the street, 
and the city’s walkways are bestrewn 
with nursery furniture, women in 
jumpsuits crouching over small stoves, 
steaming clams with lemongrass, 
toasting garlic, caramelising 
onion, tossing leftovers as they go. 
Tucked amongst the parked bikes, 
cultured men play go,  and, down less 
conspicuous backstreets, clandestine 
cards are dealt for dong. I weave my 
way into the warrens of the Nguyen 
CuưTrinh ward, as deep as I can go, but 
bemused locals gesticulating dead 
ends is all I discover.

Nearby is Huyen Si Church, 
whitewashed, clean and colonial, an 
unmistakable survivor from French 
rule. I try to park up, next to another 
parked bike. More bemused locals. “No 
park here,” chuckles a security guard, 
directing me into the churchyard itself, 
where I  receive a ticket that costs me 
nothing. I face similar issues at every 
dismount, some of Saigon’s more 
enterprising inhabitants requesting 
exorbitant fees, some obliging my 
ignorance, others steadfast and 
incorruptible with their “No.”

Close to the church, an alleyway 
becomes a workshop, and acrid plastic, 
paint and polish fills my nostrils. 
Overcome, I retreat to a restaurant. Its 
camp proprietor has dedicated some 
cans of Coke to Buddha, and it’s my 
turn to be bemused. I fill my belly with 
a plate of cured pork slices, battered 
tofu, cubed rice noodles and other grub 
beyond my vocabulary, and move on.

When the French colonised in the 
19th Century, they planned to turn 
the fertile, riverine south into an 
agricultural powerhouse. Today, 
Saigon’s bazaars bloom with fresh 
produce, and, zooming east, I come 
to the covered market at Ben Thành. 
Assorted vegetables  and cut coriander 
fill the air, and the machine-gun 
syllables of vowel-heavy Vietnamese 
reverberate around its ceilings, for 
once muffling the constant hooting, 
beeping and growling of the streets 
outside. Handicrafts and clothes are 
also sold here, and it’s  touristy. I leave 
in a hurry.

A short walk away, I find, to my 
surprise, the multicoloured bulging 
tiers of a Hindu temple. Hidden 
nearby, and in fact all over the city, are 
examples of an increasingly outward-
looking – and hipsterising – Vietnam. 
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Street art, colourful cafes and rooftop 
bars abound.  Ben Thành is close to 
the CBD and the Bitexco tower, a 
glass beacon of capitalist modernity, 
beckons me closer. Here, the long, thin, 
treelined plaza is noticeably bike-free.  
At one end is the grand City Hall, the 
other, the river. It is about as sanitised 
as Saigon gets.

Seeking a market devoid of Westerners, 
I cruise on, once more joining the 
cohesive chaos on the road, grabbing 
quick seconds to glance around at 
the bougainvillea and oleanders that 
splash each street in shades of pink, 
dipterocarps towering above, their 
trunks straight,  strong, sturdy and 
redolently tropical. Finally, across the 
canal from the old city zoo, I find the 
holy grail at Thi Nghè. Anise-scented 
and stacked with hanging meat and 
dried seafood, pungent pickles, teas 
and toys, this is a place for locals alone, 
large bowls foaming with ill-fated fish, 
clucking chickens in cages equally 
doomed.

When I met the Motorbike Angel 
earlier, I had feared I too might 
not survive the day. Snacking on a 
dragonfruit by the canal in the fading 
light, I now feel fully familiarised. 
Bring it on, Saigon.
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SYDNEY 
From the billowing sails of the Sydney 
Opera House and the sweeping arch 
of the Sydney Harbour Bridge to 
fabulous shopping, festivals, landmark 
beaches and wild nature, Sydney 
is Australia’s best-known and most 
iconic urban draw. The cosmopolitan 
city delivers a year-round celebration 
of cultural diversity and heritage, 
and an irresistible passion for nature, 
arts and sports. The spectacular 
Vivid Sydney festival (25th May – 16th 
June) marks its tenth year with 
a thrilling programme including 
an outdoor gallery of extraordinary 
lighting sculptures and cutting-edge 
contemporary music.

THE BLUE MOUNTAINS
Just two hours’ drive west of Sydney, 
this stunning range, home for millennia 
to the Gandangara people, gets its 
name from the haze cast by the 
vast surrounding eucalypt forest as 
droplets of oil mix with sunlight and 
water vapour. The World Heritage 
wilderness site offers clifftop lookouts, 
breathtaking waterfalls, extensive 
valleys and sandstone tablelands, as 
well as the limestone crystals and 
underground rivers of the ancient 
Jenolan Caves. Exhilarating activities 
include rock climbing, abseiling and 
guided hikes.

Beyond the surf
Discover the best of Sydney and New South Wales

New South Wales’ abundant attractions include the iconic state capital, a diverse cultural heritage, wonderful 
food and wine and awesome natural splendours: pristine beaches, clear seas, high mountains and low valleys, 

all home to a proliferation of wildlife. Take in your choice of delights on an extended self-drive tour.
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THE HUNTER VALLEY
Australia’s oldest wine region lies 
two hours north of the NSW capital. 
The Broken Back Range is the dramatic 
backdrop to picturesque vineyards, 
where winery tours and festivals, 
farmers’ market visits and fine dining 
are the order of the day. Take to the 
skies in a hot-air balloon as a new day 
dawns, gently floating above the vines 
of Pokolbin, Lovedale, Rothbury or 
Broke before celebrating on the ground 
with a gourmet champagne breakfast.

PORT STEPHENS
This pretty seaside area, a short hop 
from the Hunter Valley, is a haven for 
marine life including a permanent 
pod of 140 bottlenose dolphins, and a 
prime spot for watching thousands of 
whales that pass by during their annual 
migration, and rare seabirds such as 

the distinctive Gould’s petrel as they 
inhabit neighbouring islands for the 
breeding season. Port Stephens also 
has plenty of independent boutiques, 
homely hotels, fabulous restaurants 
and yachting and water sports 
facilities.

BYRON BAY
Cape Byron, Australia’s most easterly 
point, is emerging as a gourmet heaven 
with a multitude of superb cafes and 
restaurants. Take time to explore the 
undulating coastline, try your hand at 
surfing, hop in a sea kayak for a paddle 
with dolphins – or just soak up the 
laid-back vibe and enjoy the glorious 
beaches.

JERVIS BAY
Three hours south of Sydney, Jervis 
Bay is another natural wonderland 

To book your New South Wales escape, contact a Wexas destination expert on 020 7838 5958 or visit wexas.com.

perfect for watching whales and 
dolphins, seals, penguins and seabirds. 
The shoreline is blessed with powdery 
white beaches and the crystal-clear 
waters invite scuba diving, snorkelling 
and swimming. Opt for a glamping 
stay at Paperbark Camp and immerse 
yourself in nature, with excellent 
opportunities for early morning 
kangaroo-spotting.

KIAMA
En route back to Sydney is another 
charming coastal town, where the 
22km Kiama Coast Walk presents 
endless panoramic ocean views. 
Don’t miss the Kiama Blowhole, 
which sprays water up to 25 metres 
in the air, and enjoy your pick of 
excellent harbourside boutiques 
and eateries.

SYDNEY, BEACHES AND  
THE BLUE MOUNTAINS
15-day tailor-made self-drive

Explore exciting Sydney and its 
bustling markets and nightlife. 
Relax in a beautiful white-sand bay, 
spotting kangaroos and birdlife, and 
hike through the famous national park 
of the spectacular Blue Mountains. 
Stay in 4- or 5-star luxury throughout, 
from boutique mountain hideaways 
to glamorous urban boltholes.

from £3,175 pp incl. flights, 9 days car hire, 11 
nights accommodation, selected meals.

AUSTRALIA’S EAST COAST:  
SYDNEY TO BYRON BAY
14-day tailor-made self-drive

Spend a few days discovering the 
stunning harbour and cultural 
attractions of Sydney. Relax among 
the breathtaking scenery of the Blue 
Mountains, discover your favourite 
wines in the Hunter Valley, and 
explore laid-back Byron Bay.

from £1,575 pp incl. flights, 8 days car hire 
and 10 nights accommodation.
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The safari checklists were distributed.  
To tick off the blesboks, rhombic egg eaters, blue 
wildebeest and hartebeest, Cape hares, square-
lipped rhinos and mongeeses. 

Not mongooses or moongeese. Mongeeses.
And the crash of rhinos. The journey of giraffes 
and committee of vultures.

And also to tick off the American doctors, 
the Australian sawmill owner, the Swiss air 
ambulance nurse, the Canadian couple, the 
Titanic heiress, the South African nougat 
mogul, the Austrians, the Japanese newlyweds, 
the Hong Kong-based property holdings 
CEO, the Welshman and a former scaffolder 

and Brussels-sprout picker called Dave. 
From Bedford. 

And, of course, Jack Ryan.

Jack Ryan is a ranger at the 27-year-old 
Makidwe reserve on the Botswanan border. 
With a 170-kilometre perimeter fence, it is the 
fourth largest game reserve in South Africa. He 
drove me into my first ‘monkey’s wedding’ – a 
sun shower.

The two-day, four game drive stay at the Tau 
Lodge is part of ‘the most luxurious train 
journey in the world’ – Rovos Rail’s Pride of 
Africa, an epic, bucket-list, 15-day, 3,568-mile 
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trek ‘from civilization to wilderness’, up the 
spine of Africa from Cape Town through 
Botswana, Zimbabwe, Zambia and Tanzania. 
You can also start in Dar Es Salaam and 
question the ‘civilization to wilderness’ theory.

The Pride of Africa starts and finishes over 
the historic tracks of the Uhuru (‘Freedom’) 
Trailway. ‘Count’ Nicholas Schofield, who has 
been the resident ‘Rovos Rail’ historian for 
25 years, clocking up over ‘450,000 clicks of 
clackety-clack’, believes the ‘Freedom’ is the 
most scenic stretch. 

He is called the Count because he counts guests 
out and counts them in from escorted tours of 
Pretoria and other excursions. He gives daily 
lectures where ‘The Big Six’ – yawning Swedes, 
sleeping Austrians, dozing French couples, 
napping Germans, catnapping Americans and 
hungover Brits – are common sightings.

“My favourite leg is between Makambako 
(‘the Place of Bulls’) and Mimba (‘the place 

of Elephants’),” he says. “The train drops over 
1,000-metres through matted jungle. You 
see the Udzungwas Mountains of Tanzania. 
The train brushes the side of the forest and 
you feel you can stretch out and touch the 
mountain. Glorious.”

The 1,860-kilometre line was created by the 
governments of Tanzania, Zambia and China 
to end Zambia’s economic dependence on 
Rhodesia and South Africa. The trainline 
provided the only route for trade from land-
locked Zambia’s Copper Belt to the sea without 
touching the much-hated, white-ruled 
territories.

Twelve Chinese surveyors walked for nine 
months between Dar es Salaam and Mbeya 
to map out the route. Using Chinese raw 
materials, 70, 000 Chinese and African workers 
laid 330,000 tons of rail , building 93 stations, 
320 bridges, 22 tunnels and 2,225 culverts. Over 
160 workers died. 
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The first passenger train arrived in Dar es 
Salaam on 17 October 1975. The first Rovos Rail 
train arrived in 1993. Completely empty. But 
it has now become one of the leading luxury 
travel brands in the Southern Hemisphere.

Cecil Rhodes envisioned a copper-ore carrying 
railway from South Africa to Tanganyika. 
Rohan Vos, who made his money through 
auto parts, has fulfilled that dream. He 
started buying and refurbing scrapped rolling 
stock, his first steam engines coming from 
Birmingham and Glasgow. He has one of the 
world’s largest private collections of trains. 
Although it’s electric-diesel now, he has never 
looked back.

There were 46 of us on board the half-mile long, 
31-carriage train. After a red-carpet reception, 
canapés and chamber music, Mr Vos waved 

us off from Cape Town’s platform 23. First 
stop took us to Matjiesfontein in the Great 
Karoo desert.

In 1889 this was the venue of the first cricket 
match between South Africa and England, who 
lost. On a tour of the town in a 1968 London 
double-decker, Elvis-impersonator and local 
pastor Johnny ‘Showtime’ Thennison took us 
to the Lord Milner Hotel, named after a British 
governor, and then played honky-tonk over a 
Kudu lager in the 130-year-old Laird’s Arms. 

After a day in Pretoria visiting the workshops 
and a city tour, we headed for the 1904 Victoria 
Falls Hotel and a Zambezi river cruise. The 
Japanese newlyweds bungee-jumped off the 
bridge. Others did the 12-minute helicopter 
ride or had tea on the Stanley Terrace. Allan the 
Australian had to be cut out of his mosquito net. 
It had collapsed on him while he napped. 

Back on the train, the wood-panelled, Belle 
Epoque restaurant had crystal wine glasses, 
starched linen napery, solid silver cutlery and 
tassel-tied curtains. Cummerbunds were not 
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necessary. But jackets and ties were a bare 
minimum. Tiaras and national costume were 
optional. The blushing Japanese bride arrived 
in a kimono, to a standing ovation.

Capetonian Otto Hank is one of Rovos Rail’s 
ten chefs. He works closely with Anthea Vos, 
wife of founder Rohan. “It’s the operational 
challenges and logistics that the train is all 
about,” he said, bouncing about the tiny galley 
he shared with two chefs. “You have to make 
sure you are on a fairly straight piece of track! 
The drivers are used to transporting freight. I 
have to remind them we are serving fondant.”

Meals included traditional South African 
bobotie – spiced beef mince baked with a 
layer of savoury egg custard and served with 
Peppadew, kiwi fruit and banana chutney. 
‘Drunken Pecorino’ (ewe’s milk cheese soaked 
in a wine musk) preceded a dessert of melktert 
– a sweet pastry crust with a dusting of 
cinnamon served with fruit coulis, and a small 
syrup-coated South African doughnut known 
as a koeksister. 

The Pride of Africa also serves ostrich, 
springbok, lobster tails and crocodile tails. 
Meals are served with recommended wine 
pairings and end with Amarula  – South 
Africa’s Bailey’s Irish Cream made from 
the superfruit of the marula - ‘elephant’ or 
‘wedding’ tree. 

There is no WiFi and ‘enlightened conversation’ 
is encouraged in the open-balconied 
observation deck with wingback chairs, 
smoking room and two lounges. 

All rooms come with an en-suite shower with 
optional clawfoot Victorian bathtub in the 
Royal suites, a maid, a minibar with ‘survival 
drinks’ like MCC (Methode Cap Classique) 
champagne, sparkling wine and moist 
towelettes meeting you from every off-train 
excursion.

And plastic goggles. So you can stick your head 
out of the train. Tunnels, sickle bushes and 
thornveld permitting.

There is no gym although the train doctor – who 
wore a kilt for dinner – has an exercise bike. 
The train also has a resident hairstylist, Craig 
Geater. He advises, ‘I wouldn’t make a hair 
appointment in Zambia as it’s rather shaky. Nor 
would I wear white and drink Pinotage.’

At the end of the extraordinary, once-in-a-
lifetime trip, through old Bechuanaland and old 
Rhodesia, over countless rivers, past numerous 
inselbergs (rocky outcrops), anthills, zebrawood 
thickets, baobab forests, Lusaka and hundreds 
of waving smiling children, guests are 
presented with a certificate signed by Mr Vos. 

It declares : “Be it known that the prerogative to 
ride on board on the Greatest Train On Earth has 
been exercised. By this action, persistent thirst 
has been slaked on the rail-bound watering 
holes and culinary delights have been savoured 
and you have been lulled to sleep in the easy 
confines of a luxurious suite.”
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The Scramble for 
Experience

between all that is right and normal 
about wide-eyed and open-hearted 
youth, and an unattractive kind of 
despair-poverty porn. 

For some of these reasons we are 
stopping our undergraduate internship 
programme this year. In future we will 
only take already-funded postgraduate 
students. We have made this decision 
because we have been hoist by our 
own petard.  We took the moral high 
ground, shaking our heads at the culture 
of unpaid internships: the unwaged 
slave variety that shove students into 
the back rooms of vast machines, doing 
grunt work for free whilst learning 
almost nothing. 

We see an internship as being a learning 
exercise for the interns and for our team 
as well. Those coming into a place that 
is often almost completely cut off from 
the world might be changed by the 
experience, and in very useful ways. 
On the other side of this equation, our 
team has the chance to spend time 
with students from other worlds and 
with other outlooks, so giving them a 
more fleshed-out view of the world, 
beyond the limits of the internet. Up 
until this year we have covered all travel 
and accommodation costs, as well as 
paying the interns. They were given 
specific jobs, and these were carefully 
supervised, whilst allowing space for the 
students to think for themselves. As our 
programme grew we employed an intern 
co-ordinator each year to make sure that 

According to many sources, the world 
of academia is on life support. Some 
diagnose it as multi-organ failure. They 
tend to be from a chattering flock of 
Cassandras, bemoaning the wreck of 
current campus life in comparison to the 
romanticised version of their youth. 

If you were about to flick past, please wait. 

This is not to rant about a gilded former 
time of ‘et in arcadia ego’, based on 
unreliable and faintly dire memories. 
That kind of High Table memory ramble 
is usually based on various altered 
states, and their resulting hangovers. It 
is unreliable and usually dull, except to 
the teller, who remains in thrall to their 
own past. 

I want to jump onto one very particular 
aspect of university life. It does not 
have a hashtag, nor does it require any 
specialised space – safe or otherwise. It is 
about the miasma that hits campuses 
roughly four months before the end 
of each academic year. It comes with 
an odour of collective stress, and a 
top note of individualised existential 
anxiety around the theme of, ‘What 
shall I do with the rest of my life?’ It is 
a familiar human smell – the acidic one 
of trepidation. It is a rite of passage. 
The problem is that this time of 
transitional angst now reaches right 
across undergraduate life, pervading the 
closing months of every university year 
with this lowering cloud of life dread. 
It manifests in the rush for long vac 

internships. The message is writ large – 
if you do not have a juicy internship you 
might as well curl up and die. 

Apparently, it has now become 
mandatory for every student to pack 
their undergraduate life full of heady 
work experience gigs, whether with 
a FTSE 100 company, a globally respected 
non-profit, or a stellar-potential start-up. 
It is as though there is now a hard rule 
that graduates must emerge into the 
world of work already fully formed. They 
are supposed to be multi-disciplined, 
armed with enough experience to take 
on any situation, whether it be fine-
tooth-comb diligence on a multilingual 
deal or a default-setting ability to 
stem the bleeding of a lost limb in the 
aftermath of a grenade attack. 

This is written from a position of 
dangerous power because I can grant 
internships to anxious supplicants. 
Since we started our mental health 
organisation in the conflict-weary 
Kashmir Valley we have been bringing 
in interns from US, UK and Indian 
universities. A continuity amongst 
most of the applying candidates 
has been an obvious thrill about the 
chance to paddle in the shallows 
of violence and human despair – in 
short, the Instagrammable factor of 
interning in a conflict zone. It is as 
though an internship in Kashmir has 
five stars when it comes to campus 
cred. This is tricky in many and varied 
ways because it represents a collision 

Words by Justine Hardy
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the interns were diligently cared for in 
what is a risky setting. 

And how did this work out for us? Well, 
we spent a lot of money giving students 
an unusual exposure to working in a 
harsh place, though it is a place rich in 
so many other ways, far beyond the 
experience of most of the students who 
came to us. 

And what did we learn? We found that 
the students benefit a great deal 
more than we did, often without 
grasping what had been done to 
make their temporary stay humanly 
and emotionally comfortable 
in a difficult place. There were 
exceptions to this, and they 
were indeed exceptional in 
their grasp of what was at stake. 

We wonder now whether we 
missed allowing them to have 
the most valuable lesson of all – 
how to be able to function well 
in discomfort. 

There is no complaint 
here, just a learning for 
us. It has taught us all 
a great deal, and from 
what I have learnt 
I would like to pass on 
some caveats to parents, 
to friends, and to anyone 
trying to pick their way through the 
internship application process. 

When applying, scepticism is a good 
litmus test for some of the following 
reasons. 
• There are a lot of foreign marketing 

justine hardy / my world

scams out there in the internship 
market. One of the most common is 
identity theft with the frauds posing 
as HR recruiters. They ask too many 
questions from the outset. The level 
of personal information that they ask 
for should only be given in a face-to-
face interview. 

• Another good test is to look carefully 
at any intern recruiter’s email ID. 
If they are mailing from a generic 

address, check it. This means any 
address of the gmail or yahoo kind, 
rather than one that includes the 
organisation that they claim to be 
working with. 

• If they ask for personal details to 
be sent to a PO box address, or any 
other kind of ‘non-permanent’ 
address, double-check this too. 

• Another solid method of due 
diligence, when it comes to 
fraudulent data gathering, is to 
take a close look at their websites. 
A site that starts with ‘http’ or ‘www’ 
is not secure, if you are being asked 
to put in personal information. 
Genuine organisations requesting 
personal information should use the 
‘https’ protocol. The difference is that 
‘http’ stands for Hypertext Transfer 
Protocol, while ‘https’ is Hypertext 
Transfer Protocol Secure. The former 
is open, the latter protected. 

All of this could seem jaded, and yet I 
still hope that every student will find 
an inspiring internship. It is a time 
when most have their first chance to 
put theory into practice. But I do wish 
for them, and for academia, a shift in 
perspective. Internships should not 
be a competitive race to the top, but 
a chance for what has been learnt on 
campus to be practised in the world, 

in preparation for life beyond 
the shelter of university.

JUSTINE HARDY is a writer,  
trauma psychotherapist and  

the founder of Healing Kashmir. 

Illustration by LUKE WALWYN.



THE EXPLORER’S COLLECTION

Embrace your inner Shackleton or 

Magellan and follow in the footsteps 

of the fi rst explorers to uncharted 

lands to relive their pioneering 

discoveries. Expert guides and 

speakers from the Royal Geographical 

Society present stirring documentary 

evidence and accompany you to 

sites of historic interest. Taste the 

thrill of discovery with specially 

themed dinners on amazing journeys 

to the Poles, the South Pacifi c and 

beyond.

CULINARY VOYAGES

Take your taste experience to a new 

level and enjoy guided market-to-

plate excursions with gourmet chefs 

to gather fantastic insights into the 

cuisine and culture of your chosen 

region. A talented team from Relais 

& Châteaux’s exclusive École des 

Chefs interactive cooking school takes 

you through tasting menus, cooking 

demonstrations and dinners that 

highlight local specialties, as onshore 

excursions, culinary workshops and 

feast after feast of gastronomic 

delights whet the appetite of even the 

most experienced epicurean.

WINE VOYAGES

World-class vintners and Silversea’s 

very own Wine Ambassador share their 

expertise and introduce superlative 

varieties and vintages of the world’s 

fi nest wines. Deepen your knowledge 

Journeys
of the

soul

ENRICHED VOYAGES

Silversea’s stimulating Enriched Voyages take you to all corners of the globe and keep you 
entertained and informed at every turn. Choose from an exciting range of enrichment cruises 
to invigorate mind, body and soul as world-renowned artists, experts and guest speakers offer 

culturally immersive experiences you will never forget. Whatever your passion, indulge it onboard 
as you cross the high seas to enchanting destinations.



To book your Silversea voyage, visit wexas.com or call 020 7838 5958 for more information.

and appreciation as you discover 

and savour exquisite tipples whilst 

immersing yourself in stunning scenery 

and boundless ocean. One-of-a-kind 

tastings and private tours to renowned 

vineyards and wineries captivate your 

senses, and a fascinating introductory 

sommelier course adds to your 

discernment and enjoyment of the 

noble art of viniculture.

OPERA VOYAGES

In partnership with the world-

renowned Accademia Teatro alla 

Scala, Silversea hosts dazzling opera-

themed cruises giving aficionados a 

unique opportunity to deepen their 

knowledge and passion. An art form 

revered the world over, the power 

and romance of opera is nothing 

short of magical. Immerse yourself 

in the rhythms of the sea and relish 

performances by talented soloists 

from the most famous opera houses 

in the world. Alongside discussions 

and lectures with experts on the music 

and lyrics of the recital programme, 

a unique opportunity to mingle with 

the singers at a signature cocktail 

party makes this already incredible 

experience simply exceptional.

BALLET VOYAGES

Allow yourself to be transported into the 

world of dance with exclusive onboard 

performances by acclaimed soloists 

from the legendary Opéra de Paris and 

the Bolshoi Ballet. En route from Venice 

to Monte Carlo or Singapore to Hong 

Kong, enjoy stellar performances from a 

repertoire of classical and contemporary 

ballet – along with a once-in-a-lifetime 

chance to meet the talented dancers 

and discuss their craft.

WHALE-WATCHING VOYAGES

Experience spine-tingling encounters 

with the rulers of the deep. From 

May to June you’ll see numerous 

different species of whales and 

dolphins as Silver Explorer journeys 

the high seas between California 

and Vancouver, and sister ship 

Silver Muse plies its route from 

Tokyo to Anchorage then on to 

Canadian waters. A partnership 

with leading marine conservation 

charity ORCA brings enriching, 

unforgettable experiences including 

an introduction to marine wildlife 

surveying and exciting deck-watch 

sessions, and actively involves you 

in safeguarding the future of these 

wonderful species.

advertorial
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My adventure begins in October, 
a beautiful month in Venice when 
the days can still be as warm as toast 
and the markets are at that beguiling 
threshold between summer and 
autumn, meaning you can still get 
wonderful tomatoes but you also 

see the first radicchio and pumpkins 
coming from Chioggia and rural 
Veneto. I have rented a small apartment 
in a narrow street that forms part of 
the residential grid just north of the 
gardens at Giardini. There is a communal 
altar in the tiny open courtyard where 

POLPO founder Russell Norman returns to Venice 
to shop and cook like a local

brightly painted mannequins of Jesus 
Christ and the Virgin keep an eye on 
the close-knit community. Candles 
are lit in the evenings and sometimes 
my new neighbours come out of 
their houses and sing songs of thanks 
and praise.

La vita naturale
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The apartment is humble and sparsely 
furnished but has a glorious terrazzo 
floor, bare brick walls in the kitchen and 
a balcony wide enough to take a single 
chair. What more could I ask for? As long 
as I have an outside spot to sit in the 
sun and shell fresh peas, I know I will 
be happy. Importantly, I am very close 
to Via Garibaldi, the main shopping 
street of the neighbourhood. In my 
immediate vicinity, there are three 
greengrocers (one of whom trades from 
a floating barge), three butchers, two 
fishmongers, a bakery, an enoteca and 
a domestic hardware store specialising 
in plastic buckets, pegs and discounted 
shampoo. Further afield are a small 
supermarket, a couple of spritz bars and 
the local communist club.

Via Garibaldi is simply beautiful. It 
runs north-east to south-west, so 
from mid-morning to late afternoon 
the sun has nowhere to go other than 
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directly along its tall terraced sides 
and across the cambered Istrian paving 
stones. It is a rio terra, in other words, 
a canal that has been paved over. You 
can still see the shape of the original 
waterway and only a small leap of 
imagination is required to picture it 
as it once was, gondolas sailing past, 
sunlight glinting.

As far as the traders and stallholders 
are concerned, I quickly identify 
my allies. For fish you go to Delfino, 
located close to where the Sant’Anna 
Canal starts. It’s a lively place with a 
permanent backdrop of reggae music 
playing on a tinny beatbox, but the 
seafood is good. Maurizio and Nicola 
are the unlikeliest fishmongers and 
you get a good dose of banter with 
everything you buy. For fruit and 
vegetables, it’s Stefano, in Campiello 
Caboto. He employs a couple of cheeky 
chaps who flirt outrageously with 

the (mostly) elderly female clientele. 
Not only do they get away with it but, 
judging by the crowds, they are as 
popular as the piselli and puntarelle. 
The enoteca, like many across the city, 
simply fills your empty plastic water 
bottles with the wine of your choice for 
a few euros. Stefania, a local character 
with a big voice, runs the place with 
the efficiency of a sergeant-major. And 
for meat, I head back to the macelleria 
on the corner of Calle de la Ancore. It 
is the butcher’s shop with the longest 
queues – always an encouraging sign. 
One could argue that Italian cooking 
is more about good shopping than 
good technique. Of course, you need to 
have a certain level of competence in 
the kitchen, but if the ingredients are 
excellent to start with, then you have to 
do less to them.
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Venice: Four Seasons of Home Cooking  
by Russell Norman is published by Fig Tree
hbk, 320pp, £26

Photography by Jenny Zarins
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a moveable feast

Seabass in Crazy Water
The term acquapazza, which translates as crazy water, refers to the poaching liquid 
in this dish, a combination of herbs, tomatoes, capers, chilli and wine, lending a zingy, 
fresh piquancy to the soft white flesh of the seabass. If you can’t get small fish, try 
cooking one very large bass in your biggest pan and simply putting it, lock stock and 
barrel, in the centre of the table. It makes for more of a visual centrepiece and helps 
the meal feel more like a feast.

ingredients 
Serves 4
4  small whole seabass, gutted  

(ask the fishmonger to do this)
extra virgin olive oil
1   clove of garlic, very finely sliced
1  red chilli, deseeded and finely 

chopped
flaky sea salt
500g  ripe cherry tomatoes, halved
a  glass of white wine
a full handful of capers
a  small handful of flat parsley, 

chopped
a small handful of basil leaves, torn

method
Check that your gutted fish are free from remnants 
of their innards and wash thoroughly under cold 
running water. Pat them thoroughly dry.

In a very large, high-sided frying pan for which 
you have a lid, heat a good glug of olive oil over 
a medium flame and carefully lay the fish side 
by side. Sprinkle over the garlic, chilli and a good 
pinch or two of salt. After 4 minutes, gently turn 
the fish over and add the halved tomatoes, making 
sure they are nicely coated and incorporated into 
the cooking juices. Leave to sizzle for another 
4 minutes. Now add the wine and capers, cover, 
and simmer for a further 4 minutes, until the 
fish is cooked through. You can check by piercing 
the flesh at the thickest part of the body. The eyes 
will have turned white, too.

Carefully lay the fish on four warmed plates. 
Add the chopped parsley and basil to the pan, 
turn up the heat for a minute or two to reduce 
the tomatoes, capers and sauce to a syrupy 
consistency, and spoon on to the four seabass.
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Stampede Rodeo
The heart of Stampede, the 
Stampede Rodeo features the best 
cowboys, cowgirls and their animal 
teammates facing off in an action-
packed display of skill and grit for the 
chance to win millions in prizes. Few 
things are as authentically western 
as rodeo, and this is the sport’s 
highest level of competition.

Grandstand Show begins, featuring 
highly inspiring choreographed 
dance routines, alongside acrobats, 
extreme athletes, musical headliners 
and other amazing performers.

Agriculture
Make new friends from farm and 
wide at one of the several authentic 
agriculture events. The Cowboy Up 

Evening Show
Join 20,000 fans at the nightly 
Evening Show, where 36 
chuckwagons race around the 
track for more than $1 million in 
prize money at the GMC Rangeland 
Derby. Chuckwagon racing is a 
unique sport that originated at the 
Calgary Stampede in 1923. Then, as 
the sun sets the Calgary Stampede 

The Greatest Outdoor Show on Earth!

WHERE THE WEST  
MEETS THE WORLD

The weather is warm, the days are long and the city is teeming with life. It’s July in Calgary, which can only mean 
one thing — it’s time for the Calgary Stampede. For 10 days each July, the city of Calgary dusts off its cowboy boots 

and puts on its white hat to welcome the world to The Greatest Outdoor Show on Earth. Whether it’s the thrill of 
cheering on the best rodeo athletes, the thunder of the GMC Rangeland Derby or the magical firework display ending 
the Evening Show each night, it’s an experience you can’t forget – and one you can’t do all in one day! Here are a few 

highlights to help build your Stampede memories.



advertorial

Challenge sees horses and riders 
complete an obstacle course, while 
events such as the Miniature Donkey 
Showcase and the Sheep Shearing 
Competition give you opportunities 
to meet the animals up-close. You’ll 
fi nd events like these and more in 
the Nutrien Western Event Centre, 
which is a state-of-the-art centre 
dedicated and designed specifi cally 
for showcasing agriculture in action. 

Live Music
You’re in for a guaranteed boot-
stompin’ good time as live music fi lls 
the air across Stampede Park, with 
more than 300 performers taking 
over fi ve stages. Catch a variety of 
performers, from rock royalty, top 
40s and country legends to up-and-
coming rising stars.

Culture
Indian Village is where you can 
experience and participate in the 
cultures and traditions of Siksika, 
Tsuut’ina, Kainai, Stoney Nakoda and 
Piikani nations from Treaty 7. Amid 
26 hand-designed tipis in a beautiful 
park setting, you’ll fi nd captivating 
artistic demonstrations and displays, 
storytelling, dancing and drumming, 
and you can’t miss the delicious 
bannock booth.

For more information, call a Wexas Canada specialist on 020 7838 5958 or visit wexas.com

Food
It’s a Stampede tradition to shake 
up the menu and offer outrageous 
food, along with the Midway classics. 
Look for twists on old favourites, 
more adventurous offerings or stick 
to one of the (many!) free pancake 
breakfasts that the Stampede is 
known for.

And, there’s plenty more to discover, 
too. See below for other activities 
available in the Calgary region. 

CREATE YOUR OWN 
Calgary Adventure

Vibrant Scenes
Far more than just its Stampede icon, 
Calgary provides a vibrant city experience 
throughout the year. From outstanding 
culinary and craft-brewery tours, to 
world-class shopping and attractions right 
in the heart of the city, there’s something 
to fi ll every hour of your stay. 

Outdoor Adventure
Calgary enjoys more days of sunshine 
than any other Canadian city, making it 
the ideal place for outdoor pursuits at 
any time of year. Perhaps take a bike tour 
through its neighbourhoods and parks, 
explore the city with a guide on foot, 
fl oat down the Bow River or visit the city’s 
acclaimed bird sanctuary.

Elevating Experiences
Calgary’s culture is as diverse as its 
population, expressed in art, music, dance 
and fi lm. Dive into history at Glenbow 
Museum or Heritage Park, escape into 
drama with Theatre Calgary, or be carried 
away by music at Studio Bell, home to the 
National Music Centre. 

Boundless Exploration
Nestled near the Rocky Mountains, 
Calgary is centred around four UNESCO 
World Heritage Sites – the Canadian Rocky 
Mountain Parks, Dinosaur Provincial Park, 
Head-Smashed-in Buffalo Jump, and 
Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park 
–  making Calgary the perfect basecamp 
to any Alberta adventure. 

Breathtaking skyline meets majestic rocky mountains, offering endless 
opportunities for exploration...and exhilaration
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David Milne was born in Canada, near the small 
Ontario farming community of Burgoyne, but in 
many ways he was an artist beyond nationality. 
Trained as an artist in New York in the first decade 
of the 20th century, he inherited the art of French 
innovators Claude Monet, Paul Cézanne, Pierre 
Bonnard, Édouard Vuillard and Henri Matisse, 
and became a keen observer of the work of his 
American contemporaries. 

Milne went on to serve as a war artist, recording 
the ruined battlefields of northern France and 
Belgium in the months following the Armistice, 
returning to pursue his art as a recluse in the hills 
and forests of the north-eastern United States 
and Canada. His constant artistic experimentation 
and his natural penchant for solitude meant 
that he found little support for his art for many 
decades, only embraced by the Canadian 

Paintings by
David Milne

Splendid 
isolation

tastemakers of the day when he was in his fifties. 
Today in Canada Milne is widely revered as the 
exemplar of artistic commitment and integrity, 
his paintings cherished for their singular beauty 
and quiet eloquence. 

After the breakdown of his marriage in 1933, 
Milne sought seclusion at Six Mile Lake, near 
Georgian Bay, living in a cabin that he built for 
himself far from the encroachment of roads or 
neighbours. Here, he painted a series of elemental 
still lifes, which bring a new monumentality and 
tactility to the world of things, as well as a series 
of horizon and sky studies made from memory 
sketches, small but incandescent testaments to 
the riveting effects of weather and light. 

David Milne: Modern Painting continues at Dulwich 
Picture Gallery to 7 May

Top: Summer Colours, 1936, Oil over graphite on canvas 
Purchase 1993, McMichael Canadian Art Collection.

Bottom: Blue Lake, 1935, Collection Art Gallery of Ontario, 
Toronto. Gift from the J.S. McLean Collection, by Canada 
Packers Inc., Toronto, 1990.
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A cool breeze ripples the water’s surface 
while the sun dazzles off it with blinding 
intensity. You’ve never seen such a 
brilliant blaze of blue: ultramarine lake 
meeting cobalt sky; an eye-searing 
onslaught of cyans and sapphires. A 
few little birds dart and chirrup among 
the stunted trees. A tortora reed boat 
floats lazily past, poled by a man in a 
bright woollen hat. Grassy hillsides and 
terraced fields fall down to the lake 
shore and, in the far distance, a wall 
of mighty mountains rears up to kiss 
the heavens. You gasp for air, unsure 
if it’s the oxygen-poor altitude or the 
remarkable spectacle that’s leaving you 
so breathless. Or perhaps it’s because 
you’re gazing over the very cauldron of 
creation...

Spirited
away

words
Sarah Baxter

illustration
Harry & Zanna Goldhawk

LAKE TITICACA
Eastern Peru/western Bolivia
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INSPIRED 
TRAVELLER’S GUIDE: 
SPIRITUAL PLACES 
by Sarah Baxter, 
illustrated by Harry 
& Zanna Goldhawk
Aurum Press hbk  
144pp  
£14.99

Evocative tales and hand-drawn 
illustrations from 25 inspiring 
destinations around the world, from 
religious capitals and sacred valleys to 
places of breathtaking natural beauty. 
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Fiction focus
Roland Schimmelpfennig is 
Germany’s most celebrated 
contemporary playwright. His 
first novel, One Ice-Cold January 
Morning at the Beginning of 
the 21st Century (MacLehose 
Press pbk, £12.99, translated 
by Jamie Bulloch), opens with 
the dawn appearance of a wolf 
crossing the border between 

Poland and Germany. On an icy motorway en route to 
Berlin there is a multiple pile-up after a skidding fuel 
tanker crashes and explodes. The wolf is glimpsed on 
the hard shoulder and photographed by a homesick Polish 
migrant worker, the first of many human souls whose 
fractured lives intersect and diverge in the animal’s wake. 
Teenage sweethearts Elisabeth and Micha escape their 
claustrophobic village and set off through the woods 
on an uncertain route to the capital. Elisabeth’s father, 
a celebrated artist, faces an existential crisis as he puzzles 
over his latest creation. A hunter freezes to death in the 
forest. The daughter of art collectors is compelled 
to burn the diaries of her mother. Every person, every 
scene, is awash with dread, doubt and panic. Berlin 
is both a magnetic attraction and a monument to man’s 
destruction of  the natural world. The wolf is viewed as 
an omen, a menace, yet brings ruin only to a few sheep 
and chickens. This is a gripping, unsettling, enigmatic 
contemporary fairy tale with raw visual power that 
acutely perceives how we live now and what we have 
made of the world and each other.

Alicia Kopf’s Brother in Ice (And 
Other Stories pbk, £10, translated 
by Mara Faye Lethem) is a hybrid 
novel that splices together 
research notes, drawings and old 
photographs, a fictionalised diary, 
travelogue, and a penetrating 
look at the inner workings of 
family. Kopf (a.k.a. Imma Ávalos 
Marqués) is a Girona-born artist 

based in Barcelona, and her book is an experimental 

inquiry into her own coming of age as a creator, 
a daughter and sister to an autistic brother. Rooted in 
her cycle of exhibitions entitled Àrticantàrtic, it springs 
from documenting the early glories and tragedies of polar 
exploration to travels in Paris, the Pyrenees and Iceland, 
to a provocative examination of the narcissism, self-interest 
and fears that feed our closest connections.

Another slice of fiction containing 
weighty reality is Catherine Poulain’s 
Woman At Sea (Jonathan Cape 
hbk, £14.99, translated by Adriana 
Hunter). It is based very closely on 
the French author’s own hair-raising 
adventures as a solo traveller and 
illegal worker eking out a living on 
the fishing boats of Kodiak, Alaska 
as the sole female crew member. 

Poulain’s avatar Lili throws herself into this punishingly 
intense livelihood with the abandon of a true runaway, 
until a romantic attachment to a fellow sailor forces her to 
re-evaluate her newfound freedom. The leathery portrait 
on the back flap attests to Poulain’s uncompromising 
experiences as a modern-day Melville or Conrad, and 
her muscular prose bluntly and purely evokes fish guts, 
treacherous seas, frustration and deep desire.

Mark Reynolds recommends three novels in translation each permeated by a sense of place

...a gripping, unsettling, enigmatic 
contemporary fairy tale with raw visual 

power that acutely perceives how we live 
now... 
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Arabian 
dreams

At Dubai airport I attached myself to 
a long queue of babbling Yemenis who 
were waving air tickets at each other. 
Smaller, darker and much scruffier than 
the Gulf Arabs, the Yemenis had thrush-
egg skulls and curiously knotty faces. 
They wore plastic sandals, midi-length 
skirts and jackets which all appeared 
to have once been the top halves of the 
cheapest and shiniest Hong Kong suits. 
What, I wondered, had happened to the 
trousers? I suspect that where Europe has 
butter-mountains and wine-lakes, the 
great unnatural landmark of the Yemen is 
a huge ribbed crag of trousers, like a pillar 
of black basalt.

In the Gulf, the Yemenis were taxi drivers, 
construction workers, soldiers, road-
builders, mechanics, rig hands. In the 
hierarchy of labour they formed an upper 
working class of semi-skilled men – a 
clear notch or two above the Baluchis, 
Pakistanis and Bangladeshis, but far below 
the middle class of Palestinians, Egyptians, 
Jordanians and Europeans. For two and 
three years on end, they lived in huts and 
camps, posting their wages back to their 
families in the Yemen. The queue I had 
joined consisted of lucky ones; the end of 
term had come for them, and there was 
a larkiness around the ticket desk which 
reminded me of happy July mornings on 
the station platform of the town where I 
had been at boarding school. Like us, they 
had tin trunks in which their entire lives 
were packed. Unlike our trunks, though, 
theirs were brilliantly painted with suns, 
moons, flowers, and for all the ragging 

{  VINTAGE TR AVEL }

by Jonathan Raban

that was going on they carried these 
trunks as carefully as if they were made 
of glass.

The plane was like a cheerful country 
bus. We rattled on in the dark over the 
Empty Quarter while I gnawed a cold 
chicken leg and tried to concentrate on 
Thesiger’s Arabian Sands. It wasn’t the 
right place to read that book. Our flight 
was on almost exactly the same course 
that Thesiger and his companions had 
taken across the Empty Quarter in 1947, 
but the coincidence served only to stretch 
the thirty years between Thesiger’s 
journey and my idle plane-reading 
into centuries. His Arabia seemed an 
impossibly far-off place.

I read: ‘The Arabs are a race which 
produces its best only under conditions 
of extreme hardship and deteriorates 
progressively as living conditions become 
easier.’ The man in the seat next to me 
shook a little pile of nuts into my hand. 
We laughed companionably. He was 
holding a toy giant panda on his lap, and 
made it squeak for me. Thesiger’s party, 
meanwhile, was running out of water, and 
their camels were on the point of death:

I looked round, seeking instinctively 
for some escape. There was no 
limit to my vision. Somewhere in 
the ultimate distance the sands 
merged into the sky, but in that 
infinity of space I could see no living 
thing, not even a withered plant to 
give me hope.

The bright chatter of the plane drowned 
the noise of the engines. It had turned – 
as almost any communal space in Arabia 
seems to turn – into a club. The returning 
Yemenis, giggly with excitement, crowded 
into the middle of the gangway, telling 
jokes which were greeted with peals and 
whoops. My fellow-traveller and I smoked 
each other’s cigarettes, munched nuts 
and played with the panda. At the same 
time as Thesiger, exhausted, lying low 
for fear of bandits, at last reached the 
well at Khaba, our well-fed company, all 
in deliriously high spirits, touched down 
at Sana’a.

From Arabia: Through the Looking Glass 
(1979). Reissued by Eland 24 May, pbk, 
£12.99



Alberta is a land defined by its outdoors. Its 

topography ranges from majestic peaks to 

sweeping grasslands and dense forests, home to 

moose, caribou, deer and bear. Once the hunting 

grounds for tribes dating back some 8,000 years, 

today you can ski, hike and fish your way through 

its spectacular national parks before visiting 

some of its great lakes, host to magnificent 

glaciers and scenic boat trips alike. 

Knitting it all together are picturesque drives 

and train routes. Perhaps take the Icefields 

Parkway; stretching for almost 150 miles, it 

offers wilderness views of the Columbia Icefield 

and Athabasca Glacier. Or, take things a bit 

slower with a rail journey through the Rocky 

Mountains, winding through river canyons and 

thick forests before taking in the national park 

towns of Banff, Jasper and Lake Louise.

Moving away from the Rockies, you’ll cross 

endless golden prairies before reaching the 

stunning moonscapes of Canada’s Badlands that 

cut a swathe through southeastern Alberta. 

As the land that time forgot, it was discovered 

in the 19th century to be something of a 

paleontological hotbed, and today, the Dinosaur 

Provincial Park offers the chance to walk in the 

footsteps of the fearsome tyrannosauridae that 

once trod these rugged lands.

But, there’s more to this province than just its 

grand landscapes and rich natural heritage, and 

Alberta’s two largest cities provide a wonderful 

contrast to all that wild beauty. Calgary has 

long lived with a cowboy’s swagger, and its Wild 

West credentials are only enhanced by its world-

renowned rodeos and huge barbecue cookouts. 

Some 200 miles to the north – a stone’s throw 

by Canadian standards – the state capital, 

Edmonton, is host to all manner of cultural 

surprises. There’s Alberta’s premiere art gallery 

and the $340 million Royal Alberta Museum, 

featuring an esteemed display of aboriginal 

culture and the world’s largest collection 

of insects. And, if you visit in August, you’ll 

experience North America’s oldest and largest 

fringe theatre festival.

DISCOVER 
ALBERTA

For more information, call a Wexas specialist on 020 7838 5958 or visit wexas.com
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What’s cooking
Time of Abundance between June and 
September, when fields and gardens 
are plentiful; and the Preserving 
Season, when his kitchen team is 
busiest, marinating, drying, clamping, 
fermenting or freezing late-harvest 
root vegetables, brassicas, nuts and 
fruits to last through to the following 
year. These easy-to-follow recipes are 
guaranteed to leave you in a pickle.

ROBATA  
by Silla Bjerrum
Jacqui Small hbk
224pp £25
‘Robata’ translates 
as ‘fireside cooking’, 
and is the name 

of the charcoal grill used in Japan to 
cook skewers of meat, fish, shellfish 
and vegetables. The co-founder and 
former head of London restaurant 
chain Feng Sushi presents dishes you 
can create at home using either an 
authentic robata, a home barbecue 
or grill. Classics like yakitori and miso 
black cod are served up with grilled 
vegetarian dishes and a fabulous 
selection of traditional side dishes, 
pickles and salads, all with a modern 
twist. Superlative and surprising snacks 
include panko-crusted yuzu tofu, lotus 
crisps with fresh crab taramasalata, 
scallops with seaweed butter and duck 
breasts with coffee sauce.

BERBER & Q  
by Josh Katz
Ebury Press hbk May
288pp £25
Ex-Ottolenghi chef 
Katz conjures up over 

120 lip-smacking barbecue dishes from 

HOW TO EAT 
A  PEACH  
by Diana Henry
Mitchell Beazley hbk
256pp £25
The Sunday 
Telegraph food 

writer’s eleventh book presents a 
collection of seasonal menus inspired 
by a particular memory, place or mood, 
each accompanied by an evocative 
introductory essay. This is a cookbook 
that really takes you places, from a breezy 
afternoon in Brittany sampling saffron-
infused mussels, leeks vinaigrette 
and lacy crêpes with sautéed apples 
and caramel; to tantalising mouthfuls 
of roasted aubergines with goat’s 
cheese, griddled spicy squid, lamb kofta 
and sweet pickled cherries in sultry 
Istanbul. The dish that gives the book 
its title is as simple as it is irresistible: 
for white peaches in chilled moscato, 
just drop the fruit into the wine and let 
the magic begin.

ROOTS by Tommy 
Banks
Seven Dials hbk
288pp £25
The first book by the 
Michelin-starred 
chef and Great British 

Menu champion is a celebration of the 
rhythms of the land, featuring dishes 
based around fifteen ‘root ingredients’ 
grown, foraged and preserved by 
Tommy for his award-winning restaurant 
The Black Swan in Oldstead, North 
Yorkshire. For him the year divides 
into three seasons: the Hunger Gap 
from January to early June, when there 
is very little fresh local produce; the 

his eponymous restaurant kitchen. 
Meats, fish and vegetables are left 
to marinate and then smoked, grilled, 
slow-cooked or charred; while punchy 
pickles, fiery  sauces, creamy 
dips and fresh salads are prepared 
ahead of the main event. Taking 
inspiration and techniques from New 
York, the Middle East, London, 
North Africa and beyond, his recipes 
include cauliflower shawarma 
with pomegranate, pine nuts and 
rose; harissa hot wings; blackened 
hispi cabbage with lemon crème 
fraîche; honeyed pork belly with 
pineapple salsa; monster prawns 
with a pil pil sauce; and saffron 
buttermilk-fried chicken with 
tahini gravy. 

BELLA FIGURA  
by Kamin Mohammadi
Bloomsbury hbk 
336pp £14.99
More memoir than 
cookbook, the 
Iranian-born writer 

and broadcaster shares heartfelt lessons 
– and a sprinkling of recipes – from 
her first year of a new life in Tuscany. 
Having been ground down by the 
competitive world of London fashion 
publishing and failed relationships, 
she plunges into the pleasures of 
living, loving and eating Italian-
style. “I moved to Florence quite by 
accident,” she writes, “and that first 
year I spent there changed my life, 
my body and the shape of my heart. 
I believe what I learned can change 
yours too.” Panzanella  (tomato and 
bread salad) and pinzimonio (seasonal 
raw vegetables) play their part.
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Mark Reynolds rounds up the most appetising recipe books of the season



Discover the Ultimate Indian Island 
– and its finest hotel

To book your Taj getaway, visit wexas.com or call 020 7838 5958 for more information.

A scattering of dreamy and deserted islands in the Bay of Bengal, 
the Andamans are India’s furthest fl ung region. Together with the 
Nicobar Islands, they make up an archipelago of extreme beauty, 
with platinum sands glittering between turquoise waters and 
emerald forested interiors. Occupying 46 pristine acres on Havelock 
Island’s famed Radhanagar Beach, Taj Exotica Resort & Spa, 
Andamans, is a luxurious gateway to a magical medley of rainforests, 
national parks, wildlife sanctuaries, unspoilt beaches and ancient 
tribal cultures.
 
Designed to showcase and nurture the island’s natural resources 
– Taj’s commitment to conservation and sustainable luxury is 
evident throughout – the resort is dotted with 50 modern and 
ever-so-stylish villas, all on stilts and nestled under a shady canopy of 
palmyra palms – a contemporary haven built without felling a single 
tree. Sophisticated and utterly chic, these serene retreats come with 
thatched roofs, private decks, fi ne linens and fabulous views. 

There’s a striking infi nity pool overlooking the beach, and the 
gorgeous Jiva Spa, which offers a full spread of indulgent treatments. 
It’s all complemented with Taj’s renowned brand of discreet and 
intuitive service, all of which creates a bespoke atmosphere for 

privacy and romance interrupted only by the delightful sounds of 
kingfi shers and emerald doves.
 
Havelock itself is an endless source of delight and discovery, and 
the hotel has a number of signature experiences designed to make 
the most of the stunning surroundings. Of these, the turtle nesting 
excursions and nocturnal kayaking trips through mangroves and 
fl uorescent phytoplankton are perhaps the most fascinating. An in-
house naturalist is on hand, and snorkelling, diving, jungle treks and 
deep-sea game fi shing are easily arranged. 

Gourmets will fi nd much to indulge in, too, with a host of 
sensational dining experiences at concept restaurants Turtle House 
and The Settlers. At the former, guests will fi nd everything from 
Mediterranean specials to local coastal curries using the freshest 
seafood, while the latter takes diners on a delicious journey through 
the unique cuisines of the Andamans’ rich immigrant heritage.

Whether witnessing a remarkable Indian Ocean sunset or savouring 
an exquisite meal for two in the mangrove forest, the Taj Exotica 
Resort and Spa, Andamans, opens up the secrets of this secluded 
Eden like never before.

Taj AD_FINAL.indd   2 10/04/2018   10:07
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I can’t go to India
       I said       with you in this state
don’t be silly.
How can I go to Rajasthan
                                   through fog-bound Delhi
                                   a six-hour change of plane
with an exploding aneurysm
hanging like the sword of Damocles in your back?

She argued       insisted       she would be ok
And sent me off       but how did I know
       I’d see her again
       in the chaotic traffic of Jaipur
       taxis on strike
taking an auto-rickshaw to the Old Bazaar
       pink-walled alleys
              colour of embers in a fading sky
       filling up with motorbikes
       electric cables       open drawers
       of secondhand CDs
       a hanging alphabet of Export Surplus shirts
and Rhesus macaques
running over red-tiled roofs in rubber masks?

By the postern to the emerald dealer’s yard
a baby monkey slid
       down a lamp-post like a fireman
       dashed across the street
she’d have cheered him on
the cutter       in his tucked-away white desk
       with a fluoride swing-light
       emeralds       he said       are all about light
had a milky eye like a moonstone
       something wrong since birth

Jaipur by Ruth Padel

he took linen pouches of raw gems
out of hidden panels in the wall
and poured them in my hand
       while the dealer       told the jewel story of his town
owners       brokers       the old Jain trading castes
and emerald cutters
       most of them Muslim
       for hope can be found the other side of pain
       green is the colour of Paradise
       and for five hundred years
       the Mughal emperors
       ordered enormous crystals up from obscure shafts
              beneath the carbon heart
       of Andes. Pink City
       became Emerald City       adept
       in the unique cutting properties of emerald
the only stone in which the flaws are prized.

She was right of course. Still here
when I got back       to northern winter
early snowdrops       steel-wool skies
the sun invisible       burning somewhere else       Jaipur
       and everyone anxious
                                   shaky as a bubble
                                          in a carpenter’s level.
Signs taken for wonders. One hand upon the door.

© ruth pandel, 2018

Extracted from Emerald, to 
be published by Chatto and 
Windus on 12 July 2018



Paradise 
by way of Mauritius

To book your Shangri-La getaway, visit wexas.com or call 020 7838 5958 for more information.

S  hangri-La is said to be a 
fabled far away fantastical 
place where each moment 
is effortlessly pleasurable. 

A stay at the Le Touessrok on Mauritius 
doubly defi nes that idea, the resort 
for its sheer sophistication, the island 
for its seductiveness. Mark Twain, 
who travelled widely enough to 
recognise a paradise when he came 
across one, claimed that heaven was a 
copy of Mauritius, and that the island 
came fi rst. 

That was many decades ago, but this 
Indian Ocean island is still one of the 
most intoxicating in the world. From its 

sugar white sandy edges to the sugar 
cane plantations in the fertile interior, 
Mauritius literally smells like the icing 
on the cake it is. Mixed in with this 
sweet headiness are the salty breezes 
borne in by sapphire blue waves. These 
surrounding seas are the stuff of 
swimming dreams – clear, warm, and 
calm, thanks to the surrounding coral 
reef, which is a marine treasure trove, 
rich in colourful sea-life.

Shangri-La’s Le Touessrok Resort 
& Spa is perfectly positioned to enjoy 
all that the island has to offer, on and 
off-shore. The resort hugs the utterly 
unspoilt eastern coast, where secluded 
white-sand beaches stretch towards 
warm turquoise waters. And, every 
luxurious room and suite is designed 
to look out over the sea.  It’s all rather 
refi ned, very private, and yet within 
easy reach of the island’s many 
attractions. Superb snorkelling is just 
steps over soft sand away, and deep-sea 
diving along the reef is easily arranged, 
as are expeditions to view the rare 
wildlife found in the interior.

There are also two stunning islands 
close to the resort – so a stay here involves 
three paradises in one. Ilot Mangénie 
hums with a high feel good factor, with 
a fabulous and funky beach club and 
private butlers. Ile aux Cerfs is home to 
a world-class championship golf course. 
Both are just a fraction of the escapism on 
offer at this Shangri-La hotel, where fi ne 
dining, a superb spa and service combine 
to create a holiday of a lifetime.

PRICE FROM £1,745 PP incl. fl ights 
transfers & 7 nights in a Deluxe Ocean 
View room on a B&B basis. Save up to 
£615 pp. Book by 31 May 2018.
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bookshelf

You might also like…
WILD SIGNS AND STAR 
PATHS by Tristan Gooley 
Sceptre hbk  
May 400pp £20
The author of Natural 
Explorer and How to Read 

Water explains how to sense direction 
from stars and plants, forecast weather 
from woodland sounds and predict the 
next action of an animal from its body 
language – instantly.

ISLANDER  
by Patrick Barkham
Granta Books pbk  
May 368pp £9.99
An evocative and vividly 
observed exploration of 

some of the most beautiful landscapes 
on ever-smaller islands of Britain, meeting 
inhabitants from nuns and local legends to 
puffins and rare subspecies of vole.

ASCENT by Chris 
Bonington 
Simon & Schuster pbk 
May 432pp £9.99
A chronicle of 
mountaineering 
triumphs that also offers 

a cerebral narrative on what it takes to 
conquer fear and develop the technical 
skills to climb the world’s greatest peaks, 
and to overcome emotional obstacles too.

MRS MOREAU’S WARBLER 
by Stephen Moss 
Guardian Faber Publishing 
hbk May   
368pp £16.99

A remarkable journey through time 
featuring fascinating encounters with 
birds and the rich cast of characters who 
named them, revealing as much about 
our relationship with the natural world as 
about the creatures they describe.

BORDER by Kapka 
Kassabova
Granta Books pbk
400pp £9.99
In the borderzone between 
Bulgaria, Turkey and 

Greece, the Sofia-born poet and writer 
explores a region shaped by migration 
crises, communism, two World Wars, 
the Ottoman Empire and ancient myths.

PARADISE GARDENS 
by Monty Don and 
Derry Moore 
Two Roads hbk 
 224pp £35
In the Islamic tradition, 

a garden’s function is to celebrate heaven 
on earth. Accompanying the acclaimed 
bbc2 series, this is a colourful exploration 
of paradise gardens from Iran, Turkey, 
India, England, Spain and Morocco.

DEAD ZONE: WHERE THE 
WILD THINGS WERE  
by Philip Lymbery
Bloomsbury pbk
384pp £10.99
From the author 

of Farmageddon, an eye-opening 
journey across the globe focusing on 
a dozen iconic species and looking 
at the role industrial farming is playing 
in their plight.

ST PETERSBURG: THREE 
CENTURIES OF 
MURDEROUS DESIRE  
by Jonathan Miles
Windmill Books pbk 
 608pp £10.99

An epic tale of murder, massacre and 
madness played out against squalor 
and splendour; an unforgettable portrait 
of a city forged in the image of its 
unhinged founder Peter the Great. 

TIP OF THE ICEBERG  
by Mark Adams
Dutton hbk  
May 336pp £23.99
Following the century-
old 3,000-mile trail of rail 

magnate Edward H. Harriman, the author 
of Meet Me in Atlantis and Turn Right at 
Machu Picchu takes a grand tour of the 
sublime wilderness of Alaska.

WHERE THE WILD WINDS 
ARE by Nick Hunt
Nicholas Brealey pbk  
May 272pp £9.99
Walks in the fiercest winds 
of Europe, from the bitter 

Bora and the ‘snow-eating’ Foehn to the 
mind-bending Mistral, exploring their 
myths and legends, history and hearsay, 
science and superstition.

THE IMMEASURABLE 
WORLD: JOURNEYS IN 
DESERT PLACES  
by William Atkins  
Faber & Faber hbk  
Jun 368pp £20

Travelling to iconic as well as little-
known desert regions on five continents 
over three years, Atkins illuminates 
the people, history, topography 
and symbolism of these remarkable, 
desolate, inhospitable spaces.

TIDES by Jonathan White 
Trinity University Press  
pbk Jun  
360pp £18.99
The writer, sailor and 
surfer combines lyrical 

prose, colourful adventure travel and 
provocative scientific inquiry into the 
elemental, mysterious paradox that 
keeps our planet’s waters in constant 
motion.
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New Route to the Seychelles
On March 24 2018, British Airways launched its new route between its London Heathrow home and the Seychelles, 
making it the only airline to offer a non-stop service from the UK. Flights are set to take off twice weekly from March 
to October – ideal for a summer escape or a dose of spring and autumn sun. What’s more, departing Terminal 5 on 

Wednesdays and Saturdays, the timetable is set up perfectly for an immersive 10-day trip. Joining routes to Mauritius 
and the Maldives, it’s the last piece in the jigsaw of British Airways’ Indian Ocean coverage. And, with a choice of four 
British Airways cabins on board the new Boeing Dreamliner 787-900 series – World Traveller, World Traveller Plus, 
Club World and First – there’s a full spread of options offering the best in-flight comfort for a wide range of budgets.

A D V E R T O R I A L

World Traveller

A comfortable journey is assured in  
British Airways’ economy cabin, World Traveller. 
Take advantage of online check-in, a 23kg checked 
baggage and two-piece hand baggage allowance, 
an ergonomically designed seat, complimentary 
three-course meals and bar service, and the latest 
on-demand entertainment.

World Traveller Plus

Stretch out in a separate cabin to World Traveller, 
with a maximum of just six rows. Enjoy a larger 
seat with adjustable headrest, lumbar support, 
more legroom and greater seat recline along with 
additional baggage allowance, enhanced dining 
choices and touchscreen entertainment on a 
screen 60% larger than before.

Club World

As well as dedicated check-in desks and access to 
exclusive lounges, Club World passengers are able 
to enjoy the comfort of an award-winning seat that 
converts into a fully flat 6’ bed. Other in-flight extras 
include a touch-button privacy screen, a personal 
locker and menus designed by some of the world’s 
top chefs.

First

Experience the height of refinement in First where 
services include access to more than 150 lounges 
around the world. On board, First flyers will find 
luxurious seats that recline to a bed at the touch 
of a button, Egyptian cotton bedding, an anytime 
turndown service, state-of-the-art entertainment 
and flexible à la carte dining.

A D V E R T O R I A L



A D V E R T O R I A L

Four Seasons Resort, Mahé

This all-villa gem comprises 67 luxury treehouses, each 
complete with private plunge pool and perched either 
on a jungled hillside or by the resort’s white-sand beach. 
Then, if you tire of the spa pavilions, infinity pool and 
sumptuous Creole dining, get active with complimentary 
yoga and a full range of watersports, including 
snorkelling and surfing. It’s all perfectly accessible, with 
no need to connect on from your inbound flight.

prices start from £3,795 pp incl. British Airways flights, 
private transfers & 7 nights b&b accommodation in a Garden View Villa. 
For more information, visit wexas.com/102216 or call 020 7838 5958.

DISCOVER THE SEYCHELLES WITH BRITISH AIRWAYS

The Seychelles is one of the world’s true island paradises, a spectacular ocean archipelago of white-
sand islands framed by kaleidoscopic coral reefs. To make the most of British Airways’ new route, here’s 

a selection of the most luxurious island getaways to help inspire your next Indian Ocean holiday.

Constance Lemuria Resort, Praslin

Offering something a touch more secluded, the 
Constance Lemuria is positioned right on the pristine 
beaches of Praslin Island. The spa is superb, the all-
suite-and-villa accommodation is delightfully elegant 
and the restaurants are sommelier paired. And, if 
your luck’s in, you’ll enjoy mornings spent watching 
turtles hatch on the beach, followed by a round at the 
Seychelles’ only 18-hole golf course.

prices start from £2,780 pp incl. British Airways flights, 
private transfers & 7 nights b&b accommodation in a Junior Suite. For 
more information, visit wexas.com/102172 or call 020 7838 5958.

Constance Ephélia Resort, Mahé

Experience fly-and-flop holidaying at its best with a stay 
at this elegant Mahé retreat. Suites mix the latest in-room 
technology with garden or ocean views, while the various 
villas add in private pools and bicycles. Elsewhere, the 
resort’s restaurants showcase a globespanning mix of 
cuisines. The superb U Spa by Constance sets the scene 
for indulgent relaxation between the likes of zip-lining 
trips and island-hopping boat excursions.

prices start from £2,425 pp incl. British Airways flights, 
private transfers & 7 nights half-board accommodation in a Junior Suite. 
For more information, visit wexas.com/101778 or call 020 7838 5958.

To book your next Seychelles holiday, complete with British Airways direct 
flights, call a Wexas Indian Ocean specialist on 020 7838 5958.
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A series of spectacular suites set within a vineyard, this 
is Alentejo’s most unexpected hotel. L’And Vineyards 
also features the only Michelin-starred restaurant in 
the region. The buildings are white and low-flung, all 
impeccably designed, featuring stone, hefts of tree trunks 
serving as tables, and lots of light. The 22 suites are split 
into two categories, Land or Sky. All are huge – over 100 
metres squared, with vast windows, immense beds, deep 
black stone baths and terraces with fireplaces. The Sky 
suites, which feature plunge pools on their terraces, are 
exceptional, with retractable roofs directly over the beds 
to allow for stargazing all night if desired. And the stars in 
this unspoilt part of Portugal are worth staying up for. The 
outdoor swimming pool has lovely views of the estate’s 
lake, and the sophisticated spa features an indoor pool. 
The UNESCO World Heritage city of Évora is within easy 
reach, but it’s hard to leave the hotel. The restaurant is a 
destination in itself, with dishes created by executive  chef 
Miguel Laffan. Expect oysters and seabass, and extensive 
tasting menus paired with outstanding and extremely 
local wine.

L’And Vineyards
Alentejo
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A Special Administrative Region of 
China, just 40 miles from Hong Kong, 
Macao (also spelt Macau) is one of 
the Far East’s most exciting destinations, 
and makes a perfect addition to a 
Far East holiday or stopover en route 
Down Under.   

The Portuguese arrived here in the 
1500s and it still retains a unique 
Portuguese-Chinese heritage and culture. 
Among its greatest treasures is the 
UNESCO World Heritage-listed Historic 
Centre of Macao, which boasts Taoist 
temples, baroque churches, elegant 
piazzas and the iconic Ruins of St Paul’s.

The 338-metre Macau Tower offers 
tremendous views across the Pearl River 
Delta from its revolving restaurant and 
observation deck, and other cultural 
attractions include the Macao Science 
Center and museums celebrating 
everything from history to art.

This year, Macao is putting the focus 
on food, having been designated a 
UNESCO Creative City of Gastronomy 
last November. Alongside Portuguese, 
Chinese and all kinds of international 
cuisines, Macanese dishes combine 
influences from China and Portugal as 
well as South America, Africa and India.  

Few Asian destinations can beat 
Macao for sheer entertainment value 

For more information, call a Wexas Asia specialist on 020 7838 5958 or visit wexas.com

M AC AO M AGIC 4-DAY TAILOR-MADE STOPOVER

Explore all the treasures and pleasures of Macao from your stylish retreat at the 
elegant 5-star Mandarin Oriental, Macau, and enjoy unbeatable luxury and service 
in a stunning waterside setting in between memorable daily excursions.

Price from £695 PP incl. return transfers & ferry from Hong Kong airport, 3 nights at the 

Mandarin Oriental, Macau with breakfast, and tickets to The House of Dancing Water show.

Marvellous
MACAO

with a dizzying number of bars and 
nightclubs, as well as glitzy casinos and 
shows including the spectacular House 
of Dancing Water, a breathtaking 
water-based show at the City of Dreams 
resort. There’s also an impressive events 
calendar, including annual festivals of 
food, film and light.

Visit the Macao Giant Panda Pavilion, 
enjoy a treatment at one of Macao’s 
elegant spas or shop till you drop at one 
of the bustling markets or glitzy malls 
packed with designer brands.

In contrast, Macao’s southern 
countryside of picturesque hills and 
rural villages, valleys and beaches 
offers a slower pace in which to relax 
and recharge.

Macau_FINAL.indd   111 10/04/2018   10:22
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Authors, film stars, royalty, tutti il mondo, have been drawn to the 
Belmond Cipriani for decades. The superb location with views over 
to Piazza San Marco, the Doge’s Palace and the lagoon play a part, 
together with gorgeous rooms, and the rarity of space enough in 
Venice for a lush garden and outdoor pool.

Sufficiently iconic to be a Venetian landmark, the Belmond Cipriani 
is the most elegant of grand city hotels. At the heart of the city, the 
blessings of a heated outdoor pool, landscaped gardens and a luxury 
spa are complemented by 95 elegant rooms. These are exquisitely 
decorated in tactile fabrics and have private balconies and lavish 
bathrooms.  Private butlers attend to the stately suites at the Palazzo 
Vendramin annex, but suave Italian service is a given throughout, 
not least at the front desk, a fount of knowledge about all of Venice’s 
attractions.

The hotel’s own boat is the best way to speed to the myriad sights 
just minutes away. But there’s plenty to savour within, not least 
the fine dining restaurant, Michelin-starred Oro, with delectable 
seafood dishes and lengthy tasting menus that delight. The Murano 
chandeliers and gold-leaf ceiling gild the lily. Cip’s Club, more 
informal, al fresco and jutting over the lagoon, is just as wonderful.

Belmond Hotel Cipriani
Venice
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When Columbus first set eyes on the seductive 
palm-fringed beaches and bluebottle shallows 
of this stretch of Caribbean shoreline, he noticed 
the glittering golden bracelets beloved by the local 
people and promptly declared it ‘the rich coast’, 
Costa Rica.  Since then, a lavish wealth of wildlife, 
nature and humanity has been found stretching 
all the way across to the Pacific, and five centuries 
later visitors still venture over the seas to view this 
plentiful paradise.

Starting in Tortuguero, a dense scrum of 
mangroves and jungle that bleeds into the littoral, 
you’ll journey by boat up secret swamps, spotting 
spectacled caiman lurking louchely, hearing howlers 
caterwauling through the canopy and be able to 
watch turtles trundle up the long secluded beach 
to lay their eggs under moonlight.

Move inland and the topography becomes 
ruggedly volcanic, the rainforest now creeping 
up cloud-shrouded hillsides. Misty and romantic 
Monteverde shelters some of Mesoamerica’s 
most elusive wildlife, including stealthy jaguars and 
the opalescent turquoise plumage of the quetzal, 
a rare and magical bird whose feathers were once 

used to adorn the heads of Mayan royalty.
More committed ornithologists will find heaven 

further south in the lush valley of San Gerardo 
de Dota, where the montane rainforest creates 
a unique biosphere packed with harlequin birdlife 
- flamboyant macaws, dainty hummingbirds, 
psychedelic tanagers and, of course, the 
resplendent quetzal.

There is nowhere better to end your Costa Rican 
odyssey than the opposite edge of the continent, 
the wild Pacific shores of the Osa peninsula. 
Here, a full surf and turf is on the menu, as off-
shore whale-watching trips offer glimpses of 
dolphins, orca and humpbacks while the lowland 
forest of Corcovado is one of the most abundant 
and densely-packed habitats in the world. 
Grunting tapir, lithe puma and majestic jaguars 
abound, supported by a colossal cast, including 
harpy eagles, coati and treefrogs. You’ll find 
Costa Rica and its glorious wildlife battery-
exhausting and utterly unforgettable.

Our exciting itinerary (see box below) combines  
stunning nature and wildlife spots, with stays at 
charming lodges. 

WILDLIFE IN 
Costa Rica

For more information, call a Wexas specialist on 020 7838 5958 or visit wexas.com

Costa Rica: Sarapiqui and the Osa Peninsula
11-DAY TAILOR-MADE JOURNEY

Costa Rica’s landscapes are rich in wildlife. 
Resplendent quetzals, once considered divine 
by pre-Columbian civilisations, flit through 
moss-draped cloud forests while on the coast, 
turtles nest beneath swaying palms. This tour 
begins with a stay in the lowland rainforests 
of Sarapiqui followed by a trip out to the 
magnificent Arenal Volcano and on to Lapa Rios 
Ecolodge on the remote Osa Peninsula. Here, 
you’ll look out for rare jaguars and tapirs amid 
the rainforests that fringe the Pacific coast.

PRICE FROM £3,485 PP incl. flights, 
transfers, accommodation & selected touring, 
Visit wexas.com/104075 for a full itinerary, 
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The Emirates One & Only could easily be a small country. At 7,000 
acres  – the Vatican’s a mere 100 – this is arguably as rich a dream 
destination in albeit a very different way, almost a place to emigrate 
to, not just to holiday in. Luxury lodging in an environmentally minded 
resort, set in an immense stretch of wilderness, might be closer to 
heaven than the Sistine.  

Australia’s Blue Mountains are a destination in their own right, 
and the Emirates One & Only another. Like the past, it’s another 
country, where undisturbed wilderness unfolds mile after mile. It’s 
also utterly contemporary, with gorgeous private villas leading onto 
outdoor-deck swimming pools.

Each villa is enormous, built in the style of an old-fashioned 
homestead, but with every modern convenience. Stone walls, stained 
glass windows and timber floors, four-posters and double-sided 
fireplaces lighting up separate sleeping and living areas, bathrooms 
with shower skylights and wraparound verandas with rocking chairs. 
Then there’s the great outdoors, where kangaroos abound and 
escarpments slope steeply and vast skies bless, and the chance to 
saddle up and gallop forth across an undulating, uplifting landscape. 
Back at the ranch, the spa, sauna, steam room and gorgeous 
landscaped outdoor pool take care of any aching muscles, and the 
Wolgan Dining Room with fine views, wines and cuisine takes care 
of the rest.

Emirates One & Only Wolgan Valley
Blue MountainsWhen Columbus first set eyes on the seductive 

palm-fringed beaches and bluebottle shallows 
of this stretch of Caribbean shoreline, he noticed 
the glittering golden bracelets beloved by the local 
people and promptly declared it ‘the rich coast’, 
Costa Rica.  Since then, a lavish wealth of wildlife, 
nature and humanity has been found stretching 
all the way across to the Pacific, and five centuries 
later visitors still venture over the seas to view this 
plentiful paradise.

Starting in Tortuguero, a dense scrum of 
mangroves and jungle that bleeds into the littoral, 
you’ll journey by boat up secret swamps, spotting 
spectacled caiman lurking louchely, hearing howlers 
caterwauling through the canopy and be able to 
watch turtles trundle up the long secluded beach 
to lay their eggs under moonlight.

Move inland and the topography becomes 
ruggedly volcanic, the rainforest now creeping 
up cloud-shrouded hillsides. Misty and romantic 
Monteverde shelters some of Mesoamerica’s 
most elusive wildlife, including stealthy jaguars and 
the opalescent turquoise plumage of the quetzal, 
a rare and magical bird whose feathers were once 

used to adorn the heads of Mayan royalty.
More committed ornithologists will find heaven 

further south in the lush valley of San Gerardo 
de Dota, where the montane rainforest creates 
a unique biosphere packed with harlequin birdlife 
- flamboyant macaws, dainty hummingbirds, 
psychedelic tanagers and, of course, the 
resplendent quetzal.

There is nowhere better to end your Costa Rican 
odyssey than the opposite edge of the continent, 
the wild Pacific shores of the Osa peninsula. 
Here, a full surf and turf is on the menu, as off-
shore whale-watching trips offer glimpses of 
dolphins, orca and humpbacks while the lowland 
forest of Corcovado is one of the most abundant 
and densely-packed habitats in the world. 
Grunting tapir, lithe puma and majestic jaguars 
abound, supported by a colossal cast, including 
harpy eagles, coati and treefrogs. You’ll find 
Costa Rica and its glorious wildlife battery-
exhausting and utterly unforgettable.

Our exciting itinerary (see box below) combines  
stunning nature and wildlife spots, with stays at 
charming lodges. 

WILDLIFE IN 
Costa Rica

For more information, call a Wexas specialist on 020 7838 5958 or visit wexas.com

Costa Rica: Sarapiqui and the Osa Peninsula
11-DAY TAILOR-MADE JOURNEY

Costa Rica’s landscapes are rich in wildlife. 
Resplendent quetzals, once considered divine 
by pre-Columbian civilisations, flit through 
moss-draped cloud forests while on the coast, 
turtles nest beneath swaying palms. This tour 
begins with a stay in the lowland rainforests 
of Sarapiqui followed by a trip out to the 
magnificent Arenal Volcano and on to Lapa Rios 
Ecolodge on the remote Osa Peninsula. Here, 
you’ll look out for rare jaguars and tapirs amid 
the rainforests that fringe the Pacific coast.

PRICE FROM £3,485 PP incl. flights, 
transfers, accommodation & selected touring, 
Visit wexas.com/104075 for a full itinerary, 
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ATLANTIC     
CANADA

Atlantic Canada is made 

up of New Brunswick, 

Newfoundland & Labrador,  

Nova Scotia and Prince 

Edward Island. Four distinct 

provinces, but each with its 

own character and charm.

advertorial

Western Brook Pond Fjord, Newfoundland & Labrador



advertorial

Compared with Europe, most 
roads are traffic-free and driving 
is a pleasure. Travelling here feels 
like going back to a time when life’s 
pleasures were simpler: shopping 
at a farmers’ market or a roadside 
fruit stall, buying lobster fresh off 
the boat at the wharf, or coming 
across a moose on a hiking trail. 
Whale-watching, working fishing 
villages, stunning beaches, and 
lighthouses enhance the rugged 
coastline. You’ll find no shortage of 
history, Celtic, Acadian and First 
Nations culture, or challenging golf 
courses. Dine on delicious freshly-
cooked seafood and other local 
treats. Then catch some live music, 
or just relax at your character-packed 
but oh! so comfortable heritage 
accommodation.

Even better is that most of this 
fascinating and rewarding region is 
still off the beaten track: here the 
words “well-kept secret” still have 
meaning.

NEW BRUNSWICK
This is a visitor-friendly province of 
forest and mountains, powerful rivers, 
magnificent coastline, and welcoming 
towns with delightful B&B’s, inns and 
restaurants.

Surrounded by nature and bisected by 
the Saint John River, New Brunswick’s 
capital, Fredericton, has a wealth of 
world-renowned art galleries, cultural 
experiences – and craft breweries.

New Brunswick’s Bay of Fundy 
coastline offers a string of delights 

wild game - moose carpaccio, anyone? 
or local favourites such as “toutons” 
and “fish ‘n brewis”.

St John’s is home to the province’s 
main airport, and the island of 
Newfoundland is connected to 
Labrador (part of mainland Canada) by 
air and car ferry.

In easy reach of the capital, Witless 
Bay Ecological Reserve is said to be 
home to over a quarter of a million 
pairs of Atlantic puffins. The fjords of 
Gros Morne National Park (one of 4 
UNESCO World Heritage Sites) are 
truly magnificent, and little compares 
with whalewatching amongst the huge 
icebergs that drift down the east coast 
on the Labrador Current – except 
perhaps watching them from the 
comfort of a restored light keeper’s 
residence! Water from ‘bergs is used 
locally to make beer and vodka. 

both on and offshore. Hopewell 
Rocks is a wonderful place to 
experience the world’s highest tides: 
walk on the ocean floor between the 
huge sandstone formations, then 
perhaps return later in the day to 
“retrace your steps” by kayak with 15 
metres of water below you .

One of the musts for hikers, bikers 
and lovers of the outdoors is the 
Fundy National Park’s Acadian forest, 
beach walks, waterfalls and saltwater 
wetlands.

Along the coast to the west, Saint 
Andrews (aka St Andrews-by-the-
sea) is a picturesque resort town 
(with a fine golf course) overlooking 
the Fundy Isles – hop between 
Grand Manan, Campobello and 
Deer Islands. This whole area offers a 
number of excellent whale-watching 
opportunities.

NEWFOUNDLAND & LABRADOR
Home to vast collections of humpback 
whales, birds, moose and more, 
Newfoundland & Labrador is Atlantic 
Canada’s is largest province, and also 
its wildest. Precede watching the sun 
rise at the North American continent’s 
easternmost point, Cape Spear 
National Historic Site, with an evening 
savouring the atmosphere, music and 
nightlife of colourful St. John’s. Dine on 

There are direct 5-6 

hour flights between 

both London and 

Dublin and St John’s, 

Newfoundland. Reach 

Halifax, Nova Scotia, 

direct from Heathrow, 

Dublin or Glasgow. 

Don’t confuse St. 

John’s, Newfoundland 

& Labrador with Saint 

John, New Brunswick.

Whale watching in New Brunswick



NOVA SCOTIA
Virtually surrounded by the sea, Nova 
Scotia has a wealth of marine-related 
folklore.

Pick your own berries at a roadside 
farm, or try your hand at rug hooking. 
Learn about Acadian, Gaelic or First 
Nations culture. Kayak the lakes or 
coastal waters, cycle the quiet lanes, 
or walk along the clifftops or through 
the forests. Go whale-watching, 
take the perfect lighthouse photo, 
have a round of golf, and visit a few 
wineries or one of the many new 
craft microbreweries. The Bay of 
Fundy’s world’s highest tides are best 
experienced on guided ‘tidal bore’ 
rafting trips: expect to get wet ! Tour 
the stunning Cabot Trail, one of the 
world’s great scenic drives. Wander 

the steep streets of Lunenburg, a 
UNESCO World Heritage site, quaint 
Annapolis Royal (the province’s first 
capital), or around the fascinating 
reconstructed Fortress of Louisbourg.

The seafood - particularly lobster and 
scallops - is sumptuous, and after dark 
head for capital Halifax’s buzzing bars 
and lively music scene or one of Cape 
Breton Island’s Celtic ‘kitchen parties’ 
– if you can resist the combination of 
a campfire and amazing stargazing. 

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
Connected to New Brunswick by 
the magnificent 13km Confederation 
Bridge, Prince Edward Island (PEI) 
is Canada’s smallest province. 
Though long known as the setting 
of – and inspiration for - Lucy Maud 
Montgomery’s Anne of Green Gables 
stories, the island’s coastline, rolling 
green hills, red soil, sand dunes and 
beaches are all celebrated. But these 
days, what really steals the show for 
visitors is the food. With so many 
incredible local ingredients – think 
lobster, mussels, oysters and much 
more - it’s no wonder that PEI is 
known as “Canada’s Food Island”. A 
month long culinary celebration takes 

place in September: The Fall Flavours 
Festival is one not to miss.
In addition to the food, create an 
unforgettable vacation touring the 
lighthouses, hearing the live music, 
attending festivals, visiting wineries 
and breweries, and relaxing on the 
sand. Visit Charlottetown, the friendly, 
vibrant, province capital. Have an 
authentic PEI experience and own 
a Standardbred racehorse for an 
evening, dig for clams and experience 
an authentic beach clambake, or make 
moonshine (legally!). Oh, and don’t 
forget Green Gables!

For more information, or to book your Atlantic Canada holiday, call a Wexas specialist 
on  020 7838 5958 or visit wexas.com

With both road 

and short car ferry 

connections, why 

not fly to Halifax, 

Nova Scotia, and 

also explore New 

Brunswick and Prince 

Edward Island?

Rather than rushing 

from A to B, get more 

from this fascinating 

region by giving yourself 

time to stop and 

explore.

Peggy’s Cove, Nova Scotia

Cavendish Homestead Trail,  Prince Edward Island
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THE CHARMS OF ATLANTIC CANADA
This is an ideal, superb-value introduction to the 
delights of Atlantic Canada. Impossibly scenic 
drives skirt lakes, trace coastlines and hop over 
giant bridges to showcase the region’s all-natural 
beauty. You’ll spend your nights in heritage 
properties, staying in vibrant cities and quaint 
fishing villages as you enjoy a wealth of excursions, 
from whale watching to national park visits and 
tours of the region’s historic treasures. 

Price from £1,845 pp. incl. flights, car hire, 10 nights 
accommodation & selected touring. For a full itinerary 
and inclusions, visit wexas.com/146892.

Explore Atlantic Canada
Discover the very best of Atlantic Canada’s coastlines, national parks and historic 
sites with Wexas Travel. For insider tips and the lastest offers, call 020 7838 5958.

AUTHENTIC NEWFOUNDLAND
Beginning in St. John’s – North America’s oldest 
port city – you’ll head for Trinity, following a scenic 
drive along Conception Bay. Then, between whale 
watching tours and visits to Gros Morne and 
Terra Nova national parks, you’ll stay at two of the 
province’s standout hotels - much-lauded Fogo 
Island Inn and a lighthouse keeper’s residence on 
Quirpon Island, from where you’ll watch icebergs 
on their slow journey south.

Price from £3,615 pp. incl. flights, car hire, 12 nights 
accommodation & selected touring. For a full itinerary 
and inclusions, visit wexas.com/136873.

NEW BRUNSWICK EXPLORER
Showcase the Canadian Maritimes at their very best 
as you take in both the highlights and lesser-known 
charms of New Brunswick. There’s everything from 
art gallery masterclasses to architect-led tours of 
Fredericton’s colonial heritage and afternoon tea 
on the Roosevelts’ favourite island getaway. You’ll 
also taste your way through the region’s foodie 
delights with the likes of degustation dinners and 
champagne-paired caviar tastings.

Price from £2,170 pp. incl. flights, car hire, 7 nights 
accommodation & selected touring. For a full itinerary 
and inclusions, visit wexas.com/146203. 



five places that changed my life

Learning to coast
Nikesh Shukla is the author of the novels 
Coconut Unlimited (2010) and Meatspace 
(2014), and the editor of the essay collection 
The Good Immigrant (2017) and the new 
literary quarterly The Good Journal. His latest 
novel, The One Who Wrote Destiny is the story 
of three generations of a family with roots in 
Gujarat, Kenya and Keighley, whose members 
are riven by feuds and united by fortunes, 
good and bad. These are the places that mean 
the most to him.

MOMBASA
My dad lived in Mombasa till he was 16, before 
moving to the UK. Through a random set of 
circumstances, I ended up living in a school 
in Mombasa in 2006/7. The year I spent there 
was life-changing. I learned a lot about myself 
and my work ethic, because I had a whole 
year to write, every single day. I also got to see 
Mombasa through my father’s eyes, understand 
where he grew up and where he came from. 
It was inspiring to walk in his footsteps, almost 
unknowingly, trying to understand the ebb and 
flow of this sleepy coastal city.
 
BROCKWELL PARK, SOUTH LONDON
There is something levelling about parks and 
libraries in British culture. They are open and 
accessible to all. Parks are incredibly important 
community spaces, used by everyone. Brockwell 
Park manages to be everything and have 
everything. It has a lido, hills, football pitches, 
tennis courts, basketball courts and a set of 
fun slopes for snow days. When I lived in Brixton, 
I spent many days, evenings and weekends 
in Brockwell Park, walking, running, thinking. 
Novels were written in my head. It fostered a 
creative freedom that still inspires me.
 
BRISTOL
I moved here in 2011 having grown up in London. 
It’s strange moving from one city to another. 
The codes are different. People don’t stand on the 
right on escalators here, people queue single-file 
for buses, there isn’t a decent dosa spot. But I love 
the kindness, warmth and DIY spirit of Bristol. 

The building where I work subverts the smart 
city culture by trying to make cities more playable 
through arts projects. I also love a city I can cycle 
and walk around easily. In Bristol, I’ve been my 
most creative, because I’ve been slightly outside 
the London literary scene, and only have 
to concentrate on writing.
 
TORONTO
Sometimes you arrive in a city and you just feel 
at home. Toronto has some of the best desi art 
in the world, with artist-designers like Hatecopy, 
Babbuthepainter and Committee Members 
doing cool stuff. It also has this industrial feel 
to it that means the buildings are cavernous 
and cool. I was taken on a Scott Pilgrim tour 
of bars and restaurants by a friend and I just 
loved it. I long to live in Toronto, in the summer, 
maybe not the winter. Because also Toronto has 
an island paradise just off the mainland that has 
a mile of gorgeous beach.
 
MUMBAI
Mumbai truly is the Maximum City. It moves 
at such a fast pace (ironic given the heavy 
amounts of traffic). I love how on its feet Mumbai 
is. It sprawls and it changes every time I go there. 
It is a cultural powerhouse as well, bringing 
out some of the most incredible artists in the 
world. Also it’s steeped in so many different 
traditions. The cave temples of Elephanta Island, 
just off the coast, blew my mind.

Nikesh Shukla revisits the cities and spaces on four continents that have shaped him
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Along the shores of the Canadian Province of 
Newfoundland & Labrador - the most easterly 
Canadian province – 10,000 humpback whales 
frolic around in the waters of the wild Atlantic 
Ocean. They can of course be seen from land but 
for a once-in-a-life-time experience, get up close 
and personal with these majestic mammals on 
a boat tour, sea kayaking right by them, or even 
snorkelling with them. 

Cape Spear, a ten minute drive from Downtown 
St. John’s and the most easterly point in North 
America, is a great place to spot Whales. But you 
don’t need to leave the city – head up to Signal Hill 
or hike along the city’s coastal path and it’s likely 
you’ll spot them if you’re visiting between mid-June 
and late August. 

Perched on the steep slopes of a small harbour with 
a rainbow of colourful wooden Victorian-era houses 
known as jellybean row lining the steep streets, the 
Canadian city of St. John’s has all the makings of a 
miniature San Francisco. Only St. John’s is a lot closer 
to the UK - just a four and a half hour flight from 
London to be exact. 

From spring and early summer, you can marvel at 
Mother Nature’s skyscrapers – 10,000 year old 
icebergs travelling down the North Atlantic Coast 
from Greenland, some as high as 80 metres! 

Coastal hiking is superb. The world-class East Coast Trail 
stretches 265km north and south of the city.

St. John’s has a cool, vibrant creative arts scene that’s 
resulted in so many of the buildings’ exteriors flaunting 
Banksy-style murals, and buskers lining the streets, filling 
the city with song. Even the letterboxes on houses 
across the city are artistic and colourful. 

The city’s unique energy derives from a colourful 
patchwork of Irish heritage, hospitality and warmth, 
Mother Nature, the city’s wild positioning on the edge 
of the Atlantic Ocean and a deep-rooted sense of fun 
and a relaxed attitude towards life. 

There are few cities so close to the UK where a short 
break can include such a multiplicity of encounters 
and experiences – maybe only Reykjavik? Then maybe 
St. John’s is the new Reykjavik? Just without the 
extortionate price tags. 

A CANADIAN CITY ON THE OTHER SIDE OF ORDINARY

For more information, call a Wexas specialist on 020 7838 5958 or visit wexas.com
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